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This dissertation provides a clear understanding of the Buddhist conception of human omniscience. The Buddhist philosophers, Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla hold that religion and philosophy should be based on the teachings of an omniscient person who in turn becomes a religious teacher.

The Mīmāṃsakas raise many objections against the concept of human omniscience and establish the omniscience of the Vedas (revealed literature).
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to present the logical proofs given in support of the omniscience (Sarvajñatā) of the Buddha by the later Buddhist philosophers: Śāntarakṣita, and Kamalaśīla, who lived in the eighth century A.D. and whose writings represent the last phase of Indian Buddhism. Emphasis will be laid primarily on Śāntarakṣita's Tattvasaṅgraha and on Kamalaśīla's commentary entitled Pañjikā on it.

In Indian philosophy, logical argument was a commonly accepted method used to defend a religio-philosophical concept already accepted at the time. With this intention, the above named exponents of Buddhism have set forth logical evidence in order to establish the fact "that only the Buddha was an omniscient (Sarvajña) religious teacher."

The Saṃskṛt word Sarvajña (Saṃsāra meaning "all" and jña meaning knower) is used to translate the English "omniscient" or "all-knowing" person. The Saṃskṛt word Sarvajñatā, however, is translated into the English by the word "omniscience" or "all embracing knowledge". The word Sarvajñatā (Omniscience) means to have the knowledge of each and every thing in the universe. The Saṃskṛt words Sarvajña, Sarvākāra-jña, Sarvavit and Viśvavit are used as
synonyms, meaning a person who knows everything. In Indian philosophy these words have been used in a special sense to mean a person possessing the knowledge of supersensuous truths such as Dharma (religion), Svarga (heaven) and Moksa (liberation), apart from the knowledge of sensuous objects of the world.

It cannot be said with certainty how and when the concept of omniscience appeared in Indian philosophy, and which particular system was the first to accept this concept, for the development of it is not clear and is difficult to trace. It is hard to say whether this concept was originated in the course of man's realization of the absolute reality in order to achieve liberation or in the aim of each different religious sect to assert its own supremacy by attributing omniscience to its "teacher". Undoubtedly religious practices implying omniscience precede their actual conceptualization; but the concern here is not with the realization of omniscience, but with its rationalization.

What can be said with certainty is that in the period following the sixth century B.C., that is the time of the Buddha and Vardhamāna, the Jaina teacher, there was a great deal of discussion among Indian philosophers on the concept of omniscience. Because the Buddha and Vardhamāna were considered to be omniscient teachers by their respective followers, the nature of this concept has centered on
attempts to prove whether or not a person can be omniscient. On account of this attempt mainly two streams of thought have emerged concerning human omniscience. According to one position, that is, the Cārṇavāka and Mīmāṃsā, an omniscient person is an impossibility; to the other, that is the school of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, Sāṅkhya-Yoga, Buddhism and Jainism the omniscience can be achieved by human being.

Was the concept of human omniscience developed because of its attribution to God or the Vedas (revealed literature), or was the concept attributed to God or the Vedas because an enlightened person was thought to be omniscient? Or was this concept attributed to God, the Vedas and man simultaneously? These questions do not pertain particularly to the subject of this thesis: What can be said with certainty is that the concept of omniscience was used to describe God, the Vedas and man and probably arose in Indian philosophy through attempts to understand the conception of the enlightened persons who in turn became a religious teacher.

It seems that this concept of human omniscience was first introduced into Indian philosophy because of the religious controversies among Heterodox (Nāstika) Schools, specially Jainism and Buddhism and Orthodox (Āstika) Schools, specially Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, Sāṅkhya-Yoga, Pūrva Mīmāṃsā and Uttaramīmāṃsā. The religious teachers of some of the
Nāstika schools claimed omniscience for themselves in order to prove the validity of their teachings. The Āstika Schools had already accepted the omniscient authority of some supersensuous and super-human realities like God or the Vedas as proof of the validity of their religious teachings. But those who were not the followers of this tradition had to prove their own religious authority by attributing omniscience to their teachers. Thus the concept of human omniscience came into philosophy as a reaction against the Āstika School who believed in the omniscience of supersensuous truths like God and the Vedas.

Since the time of the Buddha and onward, the concept of omniscience began to be used in Indian religious and philosophical systems in order to establish the omniscient authority of the religious teachings. Whether or not this religious authority was a person or the Vedas (revealed literature) or God, it was essential that it be considered omniscient. It was felt only in this way it is possible to have a "true religious teaching", because an omniscient authority knows the true nature of everything. Only a "true religious teaching, if followed properly, can fulfil the real purpose of a religion by leading the people to prosperity in this life and to the highest good or liberation after life. Thus the concept of omniscience was accepted as an essential part of the religio-philosophical discussions
in the history of Indian philosophy, and every religious teacher or authority was necessarily considered to be omniscient.

To establish the authority of its own, each school has developed a different concept of omniscience, and has used this word with a slightly different connotation. The School of Car-vāka does not believe in omniscience. The School of Mīmāṃsā maintains the non-omniscience of all beings and the omniscience of the Vedas. The School of Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika and Yoga accepted the omniscience of God. The School of Sāṅkhya holds the omniscience of Prakṛti. Because they do not accept the authority of the Vedas or of God, or Prakṛti the Buddhists and Jainas hold that only a human being can become omniscient.

The Car-vāka School does not believe in the existence of an omniscient being, nor do they believe in the existence of super-natural objects. They are purely materialistic, and, as such do not accept the idea of a creator of the universe, nor release from the world, that is, liberation. Therefore, it is but natural for them not to accept the concept of omniscience at all, neither in relation to God, the Vedas nor any individual soul.

The Schools of Vaiśeṣika and Nyāya maintain the theory that God is omnipotent and omniscient as a creator of the universe and take the Vedas revealed by God as the
authority for Dharma. They deny that the Vedas are composed by any human being. In this system other souls also can be omniscient but not in the same sense as God. The soul of a person can become omniscient by the proper practice of Yoga. But after the attainment of liberation, the omniscient soul loses its omniscience because its omniscience is not permanent or identical with that of God. It is impermanent because it is an effect, that is, produced by the practice of Yoga.

According to the Sesvara-Saṅkhya School God is omniscient because He is the knower of the true nature of the universe since he directs Prakṛti for cosmic evolution. The Saṅkhya School takes the cosmic principle of Prakṛti as omniscient. ¹ Here it should be noted that Prakṛti does not possess the pure consciousness of the Purusa because it is unconscious up to the point when the creation starts. This school holds Prakṛti as omniscient in the sense of knowing everything of the universe, because it is the creator of the universe.

The School of Yoga accepts the omniscience of God as it has been accepted by the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika. But it

does not accept the omniscience of the soul, because it holds that the omniscience of God will shine in the intellect (Buddhi). Just like Jainism, the School of Sāṅkhya and Yoga accepts that in order to achieve the liberation, the Yogi becomes omniscient because the omniscience of God is reflected in his intellect. It should be noted that the School of Sāṅkhya-Yoga attributes omniscience to its teacher Kapila in this sense.

The Mīmāṁsakas believe in the existence of supersensuous realities like soul, rebirth, Dharma, heaven and liberation. Therefore, it is a logical necessity for them to believe in omniscience in order to have supersensuous knowledge. But they do not accept omniscience in any being apart from the Vedas. Due to this belief, he has not accepted any being can be the knower of Dharma. Therefore, only the Vedas should be accepted as authority for Dharma because they alone contain omniscience.

The Buddhists and the Jainas believe in the existence of an omniscient person who should be accepted as a real teacher on the basis of their true knowledge of Dharma. They have rejected the view of the Mīmāṁsakas that the Vedas could not be the work of a human being. They assert that the Vedas should be accepted as an authority only if they are taught by an omniscient being. Furthermore, the Buddhists go further and claim that the Buddha alone is
truly omniscient and that only the teachings of the Buddha should be taken as authority for Dharma. The Jainas make a similar claim for the teachings of Vardhamāna.

Though the Buddhists and Jainas do not believe that the universe is created by God, they accept the existence of an omniscient person. This omniscient person is conceived by them as God, because he is the highest being in the universe, not in the sense of the creator of the universe but as the highest conscious being. They both agree in maintaining that omniscience is not only a possibility but every individual has the potentiality of becoming an all-knowing perfect being by a particular practice of Yoga.

Although both the Buddhists and Jainas commonly accept the concept of human omniscience, yet there is a fundamental difference in their conception of this power. The Jainas believe that the omniscient person has complete knowledge of everything at every moment. The Buddhists, however, reject the possibility of this type of knowledge in an omniscient person. For instance, the omniscience of the Buddha was not a continual knowledge of everything simultaneously. He was omniscient in the sense that he was able to know anything which he wanted to know.

Omniscience depends upon the full knowledge of all things sensuous and supersensuous. According to the Buddhists it follows from the removal of the hindrance of affliction
(Kleśāvarana) and hindrance of cognisable things (Jñeyāvarana). The Buddhists hold that that person alone is omniscient who knows the whole world in its real form of "soullessness" (Anātmanavāda). They further assert, only the Buddha, not the other teachers, fulfills all the conditions of this definition. Therefore, he has been placed at the top of all the philosophers and religious teachers.

By accepting human omniscience, the Buddhists aim to prove the existence of a person who knows Dharma (religion) itself. They believe that Dharma should be based on the teachings of an omniscient teacher who knows the correct way leading to liberation. They do not admit the concept of a permanent self (Ātman) as the apprehender of consciousness. However, they do admit the possibility of an omniscient person (Sarvajñā) as the cogniser of all objects of the universe. This omniscient person should be accepted as the real teacher of Dharma (religion), because he possesses true knowledge and can never have a false idea about any thing sensuous or supersensuous.

The concept of human omniscience has been used to prove by the Buddhists that Buddhism is the only "true religion" (Saddharma) because its teacher, that is, the Buddha, is himself an omniscient person. Furthermore, Buddhists content that only the Buddha should be accepted as the omniscient religious teacher because he is the only
person to perceive the true nature of all things and to know about all things, both empirical and supersensuous. His knowledge cannot be contradicted by any valid means of cognition.

The main concern of this thesis will be to show that Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla offer arguments that successfully answer the objections lodged by the Mīmāṃsakas against the Buddhist's conception of human omniscience. In addition, we will also try to show that Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla offer further arguments which establish the complete validity of this fundamental Buddhist tenet. Here they are not only philosophers or logicians but they are theologians defending the Buddhist tenets. In fact the concept of omniscience is not only a philosophical and religious problem but a theological problem. The aim of these Buddhists is to prove the superiority of Buddhism among all religions, because it is based on the teachings of omniscient Buddha. Any religious authority is a matter of conventional recognition. By dialectical establishment of human omniscience and omniscience of the Buddha, these authors prove the authority and infallibility of the Buddha and his teachings of Dharma.
Chapter 1

THE CONCEPT OF OMNISCIENCE IN THE HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDHISM

In this chapter we will have a bird's eye view of the concept of human omniscience as understood by the Indian Buddhists through the ages. We will first outline the Hīnayānīst position and then make a comparison with the Mahāyānīsts. From this point, we will concentrate on the difference between the two with regard to the human omniscience and show why human omniscience is important to the school of Mahāyāna Buddhism. Then we will proceed by discussing the concept of human omniscience as well as the omniscience of the Buddha according to the Mahāyānī Buddhism in order to prove the authority of Buddhism as true religion.

In the Hīnayāna Buddhism, the concept of human omniscience was not emphasized. Vardhamāna, the religious teacher of the Jainas was contemporaneous to the Buddha. Vardhamāna was accepted by his followers as omniscient in the sense of having knowledge of each and everything of the universe, at each individual moment, while standing or walking, sleeping or awake. In his life the Buddha himself was
asked by his disciples whether he was an omniscient religious teacher like Vardhamāna. He replied that this type of omniscience which is attributed to Vardhamāna was ridiculous as well as impossible, and that those who claimed that they had this kind of knowledge were in error. There is no doubt that the Buddha admitted possessing some sort of supernatural power of knowing, knowledge not possible by normal human cognition. He had the power to remember the past and future births of anyone if he so desired. Moreover, he was able to know everything in the present because of his removal of the hindrances of knowledge (āsavas).

Already the Jainas claimed omnisciences for their leader. They are said to have held that he was "omniscient, all-seeing, and possessed complete knowledge and insight; that whether walking or standing, asleep or awake, knowledge and insight were continuously present." This claim is ridiculed by the Buddhists, and the omniscient teacher is described as so ignorant that he goes for alms to a house not knowing that it is empty, or as having to ask his way to a village. Buddha is represented as denying that he claims such omniscience. What he claims is the three knowledges, (1) that he remembers numberless past existences, as far back as he wishes, (2) that with his divine eye he can see beings passing away and being reborn according to their karma, (3) that with the destruction of the asavas he has of himself attained and realized release of mind and knowledge in this life and abides by it.¹

¹Footnote No. 1 in original source. Majjhima-nikāya, 1, 482.

The ideal of Hinayāna Buddhism is Arhathood, which is attained by the removal of the hindrance of affliction (Klesāvarana). An Arhat is essentially self-centred, caring only for his own liberation, and having no concern for the liberation of other people. A Buddha, on the other hand, foregoes his own liberation for the sake of others. He takes a vow that he will not enter liberation until the whole world is liberated. This distinction is clearly implied in the Pāli text (Majjhimanikāya, III, 8) itself where the Buddha is called the originator of the path, the perceiver of the unknown path and preacher of the unpreached path. In other words he has discovered a way by which one can be liberated, has realized this unique path by his self-effort in the Samādhi and has taught this means of liberation to others, as it has never been taught before.

The question is raised in Majjhima, iii, 8, whether there is a monk endowed in every way with the qualities that the Lord possesses. The only difference there mentioned is that the Lord was the originator of the Path, the knower of the unknown Path, and the preacher of the Path that had not been preached.

A further development in the growth of the concept of Buddhahood in Mahāyāna was that the Buddha was considered

---

2 *Bodhicaryāvatāra*, 8, 108.

the possessor of "ten-powers" (dasabala). Rather than being a new idea, this was development of ascription of superhuman powers to an Arhat in Pali literature:

The special qualities and marvellous powers of Buddha are many, but we can see their growth from simple beginnings. The superhuman qualities ascribed to the arhat were enough to give them a start. We find them already developed in the ten powers (bala) of Buddha:

(1) He knows what is possible as possible, and what is impossible as impossible.
(2) He knows the ripening of karmas, past, present, and future.
(3) He knows whither all paths (of conduct) lead.
(4) He knows the many and various elements or factors of the world (existence).
(5) He knows the various intentions of individuals.
(6) He knows the faculties of other beings, whether quick or slow, etc.
(7) He knows the impurity, purity, and growth of the trances, releases, concentrations, and attainments.
(8) He knows numberless former existences.
(9) With his divine eye he sees beings passing away and being reborn according to their karma.
(10) With the destruction of the asavas he has of himself attained and realized release of mind and knowledge in this life and abides in it.¹

When asked if he were omniscient, the Buddha claimed the last three of the ten powers, these being the three knowledges of an Arhat. At the time when Majjhima-nikāya was compiled, the claim to Buddha's omniscience had not been made, but later this quality was attributed to him. This

¹E. J. Thomas, op. cit., p. 149. cf. Majjhima-nikāya, i, 69; Dhs., 76; Mvyut., 7; commentary in Vibhaṅga, 335-344.
claim is to be found in the latest parts of the Canon as an apparent development of the doctrine of the ten powers. The difference between omniscience and the knowledge involved in the ten powers is discussed by Buddhaghoṣa in his comments on the above passage. Other schools, Buddhaghoṣa says, hold that the knowledge of the ten powers is not knowledge of the particular objects while omniscience is. Buddhaghoṣa does not regard this as the principle of division. Through the ten powers the Buddha knows each one's particular duty and omniscience is everything beyond this. It is infinitely extended human knowledge, which however does not produce freedom. The trance or magic power can be known by it, the knowledge of how to perform them is not included under it. "One might know the path, but could not thereby get rid of the deprivities. That belongs to the three knowledge of the Path. They are intuitive and direct, and have to be realized." 5

The Mahāyānists, especially the Viṃśatīkārs, hold that the knowledge and power of a Buddha are much more superior than an Arhat who is the ideal of the Hīnayāna Buddhism. A Buddha, according to them, is omniscient on account of the removal of both the hindrance of affliction (Klesāvarāṇa) and hindrance of cognition (Jñeyāvarāṇa) while an Arhat is

5 E. J. Thomas, op. cit., pp. 149-150.
not, because he removes only *Klesāvarana*. In fact in the *Hinayāna* literature (*Nikāya*) itself the Buddha is conceived as omniscient. Here the main difference between an *Arhat* and a Buddha is drawn. The Buddha is a founder of *Dharm* while the *Arhat* is not.

Of the extraordinary spiritual powers attained by a Buddha, the *Hinayānists* say very little. We have in the *Nikāyas* the remark that Buddhas (including Paccekabuddhas) attain perfect knowledge by themselves, and by following the dharma unheard before.* A Samyaksambuddha preaches the dhamma and becomes the founder of a religion, and the leader of men and the gods. He is sabbāññū (omniscient)** and his knowledge in any matter whatsoever does not require any āvajjanaā (reflection); he possesses ten balas, and four vesārajjas.... In their literature the *Hinayānists* tried to prove that a Buddha is a rare being and superior to the men and the gods, but they mention also that there is hardly any distinction between an *Arhat* and a Buddha except that the latter is a founder and teacher of a religion.**


**Footnote No. 5 in original source.  Majjhima, I, p. 482 sabbāññū sabbadassāvi aparisesam nāṇādassanam patijānāti.

***Footnote No. 8 in original source.  For a comparison of the *Śrāvakas*, Pratyekabuddhas and Buddhas see ch. II, pp. 80-4.  Dial. of Buddha, II, 1-3; III. 6.

Oldenberg also observes that the concept of the omniscience of the Buddha is found in the *Hinayāna* literature.

One night, the old traditions narrate, the decisive turning point came, the moment wherein was vouchsafed to the seeker the certainty

---

of discovery. Sitting under the tree, since then named the Tree of Knowledge, he went through successively purer and purer stages of abstraction of consciousness, until the sense of omniscient illumination came over him: in all-piercing intuition he pressed on to apprehend the wanderings of spirits in the mazes of transmigration, and to attain the knowledge of the sources whence flows the suffering of the world, and of the path which leads to the extinction of this suffering.?

On the basis of Pāśādika Suttanta A. B. Keith observes the Buddha as omniscient. Though he has more capacity to know the past things in comparison to the future things.

On the contrary, the Tathāgata, while able to remember all the past, has enlightenment as to the future to the effect: "This is the last birth; there is no more coming to be." Nor does the Tathāgata reveal all that is past; what is not true, what is not fact, what does not redound to the good of mankind, he leaves alone; nor does he reveal what is true, what is fact, but what does not redound to good; but he reveals what redounds to the benefit of man desirous of salvation, both as regards the past, the present, and the future. He knows whatever throughout the world is discerned, striven for, accomplished, or devised, by gods or men; all that he spoke between his enlightenment and his passing away was true; and he does according to his word, as his word is according to his going, he is styled Tathāgata.9

---

7 Hermann Oldenberg, Buddha: His Life, His Doctrine, His Order, p. 107.

8 cf. Dighanikāya, III, 134ff.

After reaching the state of omniscience and perfect enlightenment the Buddha was enjoying the pleasure of liberation (Nirvāṇa) and wanted to enter the state of liberation by giving up his body (Nirupadhisesanirvāṇa). Meanwhile Brahmāsāhampati appeared before him and requested the Buddha to teach the suffering people of the world. In fact, the Buddha wanted to enjoy his own freedom and to enter liberation but since the idea of the suffering of others came to his mind due to compassion, he started his teaching of Dharma. This is called action of the Buddha (Buddha-Karma) which does not bring the Buddha into bondage by producing any result. That is why the Buddha is called supermundane (Lokottara) and his duty is to teach the Dharma.

The Buddha is the adept in the wisdom of Buddhism (Bodhijnana), whose first duty, so long as he remains on earth, is to communicate his wisdom to those who are willing to receive it. These willing learners are the "Bodhisattvas", so called from their hearts being inclined to the wisdom of Buddhism, and "Saṅghas", from their companionship with one another, and with their Buddha or teacher, in the Vihāras on coenobitical establishments. The Bodhisattva or Saṅgha continues to be such until he has surmounted the very last grade of that vast and laborious ascent by which he is

---

Keith in footnote 2 are: JRAS, 1898, pp. 103ff., 865ff.; AJP, XXXII, 205; Franke, DN., p. 287; Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, p. 133, Np. 2.

10 Mahāvagga (Vinaya-Pitaka, I, 1-24).
instructed that he can "scale the heavens", and pluck immortal wisdom from its resplendent source; which achievement performed, he becomes a Buddha, that is, an Omniscient Being.\textsuperscript{11}

A Tīrthaṅkara, the Jaina teacher, unlike the Buddha, is not concerned with the world and has no consideration for the suffering of the people of the world. Just like a Pratyekabuddha the Tīrthaṅkara does not teach Dharma to the people. In Hinduism God reveals the Dharma due to His active grace. God performs the moral action and confers the knowledge of Dharma.

Dr. T. R. V. Murti quite consistently holds that a mediator is necessary to reveal the Dharma leading to the realization of the Absolute Truth. In fact the Absolute Truth does not become affected by being taught or not being taught. Because of his inherent limitation a person cannot know beyond the sensuous world. Therefore, a mediator is needed to provide the knowledge of Ultimate Reality. In other words a mouthpiece is needed to declare the Absolute Truth. Every religious system has accepted a mediator between the people and the Ultimate Reality. The Jainas accept a Tīrthaṅkara. The Buddhists accept a Buddha and

the Hindus accept God as the mediator. All of these have a direct realization of the Ultimate Reality.

Can a person not have the knowledge of Dharma by himself in order to achieve liberation? Every system of Indian thought accepts the possibility of knowing the Dharma by self-effort through the means of yoga. The Buddhists accept that a Pratyekabuddha can become omniscient and achieve liberation by his self-effort. But in this case also a teacher (Guru) is needed to guide. Candrakirti holds that the Pratyekabuddha is also taught by a teacher in his previous births. The Buddhists hold that the Buddha is counsellor-friend (Kalyanamitra) of mankind. The Buddha plays the role of God revealing the Dharma as a path to freedom.

The Tathāgata, it was pointed out before, is the principle of mediation between the Absolute that is transcendent to thought (śunya) and phenomenal beings. The need for a mediator is felt in all absolutism; Vedānta has recourse to Iśvara, apart from Brahman, to account for the revelation of truth; in the Madhyamika and Vijñanavāda that function is performed by the Tathāgata. Śūnyatā does not need to be declared as Śūnyatā; the Real or the Truth is not constituted by our knowing or not knowing it as such.... Truth is impersonal, true for all and for all time. Prajñā or Śūnyatā is bhūtakoti or dharmatā, the intrinsic nature of all things; it is Tathatā—the 'Thatness', invariable for all time "tathābhāvo'vikāritvam*)..... Only a being which enjoys a sort of dual existence having one foot in phenomena and the other in the Absolute, can possibly know the Absolute and reveal it to others. A difference is
is therefore made between Tathatā (the Real or Absolute Truth) and Tathāgata, who knows the truth.** From time to time the Buddhas, out of great compassion, condescend from their exalted position to reveal the truth to all beings (gods and lowly creatures).

...The Absolute is the impersonal reality underlying all phenomena; Tathagata is an Exalted Personality (bhagavan), a being freed of limitations and endowed with excellences. Though Śūnyatā does not necessarily imply the Tathāgata, it does not, however, lose its nature by freely manifesting itself as a Person, as God. It is the nature of the Good to 'overflow'.

*Footnote No. 1 in original source, p. 276.
Tathābhāvo'vikāritvam sadaiva sthāyitā.
sarvadānupāda eva hy agnyādīnā parani­
peksatvād akṛtrimatvāt svabhāva ity ucyate.
MKV. p. 265.

**Footnote No. 1 in original source, p. 277.
ātita tathatā yadvat pratyutpānāpy anāgata;
sarvadharmaḥ tathā-dṛṣṭās tenoktah sa
Tathāgatah. CSV. p. 32.
sarvākārāviparīta-dharma-daśikatvena parārth-
sampadā tathāgatah. AAA. p. 62.

In the Mahāyāna Buddhism the Buddha is held to be a free phenomenal Being. Just like the Tīrthaṅkaras of the Jainas he is considered to be God. He possesses all powers, knowledge, acts and etcetera. He has removed all his passions, actions and true obscurations of affliction and cognition. He is omniscient because he has complete knowledge of the Absolute Reality and empirical world. Apart from his omni-

science the Buddha possesses ten powers (Daśabala), Four confidences (Catvāri Vaiśāradyānī), and thirty-two mercies (Dvātrīṃśat Mahākarunāh).
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Buddha is Bhagavān, God, endowed as he is with power and perfection. He possesses, in entirety, all power, splendour, fame, wealth, knowledge and act. He has completely eliminated all passion and karma and the two obscurations (Klesāvaraṇa and jñeyāvaraṇa). He is omniscient (sarbajña and sarvākārajña), having a full knowledge of the Absolute Truth (prajñā-paramitā) and of the empirical world likewise. His wisdom is spoken of as consisting of five varieties: (1) "The perfectly pure intuition of the Absolute, there being no bifurcation into the 'is' and the 'is not' (advaya-jñāna); (2) the knowledge resembling a mirror wherein everything is reflected (ādarsa-jñāna); (3) the discriminative knowledge precisely cognising all the separate objects and elements without confounding any of them (pratyaveksanājñāna); (4) the cognition of the unity, the equality of one-self and of others as possessed by the unique Essence of Buddhahood (samatājñāna); and (5) the active wisdom pursuing the welfare of all living beings (kṛtya-anuṣṭhānajñāna).

The first two forms of knowledge, especially the first, belong to the Dharmakāya of the Buddha; the third and the fourth (pratyaveksa-ṣaṣā and samatājñāna) to the Sambhoga Kāya (body of Bliss) and the pursuit of the welfare of beings to the Nirmāṇakāya (Apparitional Body). Besides omniscient knowledge, Buddha possesses several other perfections such as Ten Powers—(daśabala), Four confidences (catvāri vaiśāradyāni), Thirty-two mercies (dvātrimṣat mahākarmāṇā) etc.13


**Footnote No. 2 in original source. Obermiller's The Doctrine of Prajñāparamitā, p. 45. Acta Orientalia, Vol. XI.

***Footnote No. 3 in original source. Mahāvyutpatti, pp. 2-4 (B. Budd. Edn.)

The Saddharma-Pundarīka establishes the concept of human omniscience as well as the omniscience of the Buddha to prove the religious authority of his teachings of Dharma. It holds the doctrine that every individual can attain the state of an omniscient Buddhahood. Here we find a very clear distinction between the schools of the Hīnayāna and Mahāyāna Buddhism. This distinction is based on two different kinds of the teachings of the Dharma taught by the Buddha. It maintains that the Buddha advocated different types of the teachings of the Dharma as an expedient resort (Upāya-Kausālaya). His main aim was to attract the people of lower intellect towards his teaching of the Dharma leading to liberation. Only with this view in mind he taught the doctrine of Hīnayāna. The doctrine of Hīnayāna does not reveal the whole truth. Here he has taught the "Four Noble Truths" (Catvāri Ārya-Satyāni), the "Noble Eight Fold Path" (Ārya-Āstāṅgika-Mārga), the doctrine of Dependent Origination (Pratītyasamutpāda), the doctrine of soullessness (Pudgala-Sūnyatā) and thirty-seven (Bodhipakṣīya Dharmas) to remove the hindrance or affliction (Klesāvarana). By following these teachings of Dharma a person can reach only the state of Arhathood.

However, the teachings of the Mahāyāna Buddhism goes further than the teachings of the Hīnayāna Buddhism by prescribing a further spiritual discipline leading to the state of omniscience and to the Buddhahood. According to
the Saddharma-Pundarīka, an Arhat has to practise the spiritual disciplines of the Boddhisattvas in order to become an omniscient Buddha. Furthermore, he has to realize the voidness of elements (Dharma-Sūnyatā) and the identity of all the elements (Dharma-Samatā) which would remove the hindrance of cognition (jñeyāvarana). Then he would become a perfect enlightened (Samyak-Sambuddha) omniscient religious teacher.

The Saddharma-Pundarīka holds that the different paths (yāna) are only an expedient resort of the Buddha leading to omniscience and perfect Buddhahood. This distinction of Śrāvakayāna, Pratyekabuddhayāna and Boddhisattvayāna are only from practical point of view. Really there is only one path named as the Buddhayāna which leads to the state of omniscience and to the perfect Buddhahood. The Buddha has taught the Dharma to all beings by means of only the Buddhayāna which finally leads to omniscience.¹⁴

The omniscient Buddha teaches the Dharma without inequality to all beings of the five states of existence, who are followers of either the Mahāyāna or the Pratyeka-Buddhayāna or the Śrāvakayāna according to their particular disposition. Really there are not three paths (yāna). In

¹⁴ Te'pi Sarve Śāriputra Buddhā Bhagavanta Ekameva Yānabrāhyā Sattvānām Dharmaṃ Desitavantah, Yadidam Buddhayānam Sarvajñā-Taparyavasānam. The Saddharma Pundarīka-Sūtra, p. 27.
fact, the different beings act in various ways. On this ground the Buddha has declared that there are three paths (yāna). Really, there is only one path (yāna), viz., the Buddhayaṇa; there is no second or third path (yāna).

The Saddharma-Pundarīka holds that ultimate goal of all the spiritual disciplines is to reach the state of omniscience. The Buddha is the master, king and lord of Dharma. The Dharma taught by the Buddha finally leads to the state of omniscience. The Buddha knows the real meaning of Dharma, because he reaches the highest perfection of knowledge, that is, omniscience. Therefore, he is able to know and decide the Dharma, he can apprehend the knowledge of omniscience, he can impart the knowledge of omniscience and he can produce the knowledge of omniscience, because he is perfectly enlightened.


17 Dharma-Svāmi Kāsyapa Tathāgataḥ Sarva-Dharmāṇām Rājā Prabhurvasī. ...(Tathopaniksipati) Yathā Te
On account of his perfect wisdom the Buddha is omniscient, knowing all and seeing all. He knows this world as well as the other worlds in their real form. He is the indicator of the path, preacher of the path, knower of the path and acquainted with the path. By hearing the Dharma taught by the Buddha a person can remove the hindrances. The removal of the hindrances ultimately leads to the state of omniscience.\(^{18}\)

The Buddha has taught only one Dharma which is always the same. The essence of Dharma is liberation, it is free from passion and annihilation and it ends with the knowledge of omniscience (Sarvajñānāmaparāyasānā). This knowledge of omniscience is not revealed all of a sudden. The state of omniscience is reached by following the Dharma taught by the Buddha.\(^{19}\)

That person is called omniscient who knows the five transcendental faculties. Those who are desirous to achieve the state of omniscience should remove the ignorance.

---

\(^{18}\) Dharmāḥ Sarvajñābhūtimī Eva Gačchanti... Sarvadharmārthavāsitāprāptaḥ Sarvadharmādhyāśayasāyaprāptaḥ Sarvadharmaviṁśaca- yakausalya Jñānaparamapāramitāprāptaḥ. Sarvajñānānasmādār̥sakaḥ Sarvajñānānāvatārakaḥ Sarvajñānānapaṇikśepakaḥ Kāśyapa Tathāgato'rhan Samyak-Sambuddhaḥ. \(^{\text{18}}\) The Saddharma Pundarīka Sūtra, p. 84.

\(^{19}\) Ibid., pp. 84-85.
By removing the ignorance one would become omniscient and acquire the knowledge of Dharma and five transcendental faculties. Without reaching the state of omniscience, liberation is not possible.\(^{20}\)

In his book the Mahāyāna Śraddhotpāda-Śāstra, which is translated into English as the Awakening of Faith in the Mahāyāna, Aśvaghosa has accepted the concept of human omniscience. He maintains the difference between a Bodhisattva and a Buddha. A Buddha is one who has become omniscient on account of his perfect enlightenment (Bodhi). A Bodhisattva is one who aspires to achieve the state of omniscience and perfect enlightenment through the following three prescribed practices of spiritual disciplines (yoga).

First, through the perfection of faith. Second, through understanding and action. Third, through intuition.\(^{21}\)

The practice of the perfection of faith produces three characteristics into the intellect. First, the intellect becomes centered in meditation upon Tathatā (suchness). Second, it becomes profoundly mature by the introduction of all kinds of unlimited good qualities into the intellect. Third, it becomes compassionate towards removing

\(^{20}\) The Saddharma Pundarīka-Sūtra, V, 71-75, p. 95.

\(^{21}\) The Mahāyāna Śraddhotpāda-Śāstra, p. 80.
the sufferings of all the beings.

According to Asvaghosa the Absolute Reality (Dharmatā) is one without a second and it is pure consciousness. This consciousness is conceived from two aspects. From the absolute point of view the same consciousness is called Tathatā. From the phenomenal point of view the same consciousness is called the Saṃsāra (world) which is based on Tathāgata-Garbha. The real nature of man is the Tathatā itself. However, it is associated with impurities and defilements. These impurities and defilements are removed through good actions as well as meditation upon Tathatā.24

Through the means of understanding and action a Bodhisattva has the correct realization of Tathatā and has no attachment for his own action. He acquires the perfect meditation upon Tathatā which is calm and free from ignorance.25

Through intuition a Bodhisattva realizes the Tathatā. There is no realization of any object in the

22 The Mahāyāna Śraddhotpāda-Sāstra, p. 82.
23 Ibid., pp. 31-36.
24 Ibid., p. 82.
25 Ibid., p. 86.
intuitive realization of the Tathatā. In fact, there is only intuition into Tathatā which transcends both the subject-object duality. This is also called the realization of the Dharmakāya (the cosmical body) which is identical with the Absolute Reality. The Bodhisattva becomes the highest being due to the realization of Tathatā. Then he manifests himself into the heaven named Akanistha which is the highest heaven in the world of form (rupāvacara) according to the Buddhists. The unity of his intellect with Tathatā suddenly vanishes his ignorance. By the removal of his ignorance he becomes omniscient. Now he can perform supra-rational acts spontaneously and he is able to appear everywhere in the universe and can help all the beings.

It is possible for the omniscient person to know the unlimited objects of the senses and mind of innumerable beings of all the worlds? Again there would be no thought in the mind of the omniscient person when his ignorance is destroyed. How can he be called an omniscient person in the sense of knowing each and everything of the universe? Asvaghoṣa answers these objections by holding the view that the objects of the world are mere appearance of the Tathatā which is beyond the categories of thought. The non-omniscient person, because of his ignorance, imposes limitations in his own intellect while apprehending the objects of the world.

---

26 The Mahāyāna Śraddhotpāda-Śāstra, pp. 87-89.
The categories of thought do not correspond to the Absolute Reality (Dharmatā). The mind of the non-omniscient person is like a mirror coated with the dirt of defilements. It cannot reflect the Dharmakāya of the Buddha until it is purified. The Dharmakāya of the Buddha is omnipresent. The omniscient Buddha is free from any limitation of thought. In other words he is free from all perverse views of thought. His intellect is pure and real. It is the very essential nature of the things. He can perceive into every corner of the universe and can illumine all the things which appear due to ignorance, because he is endowed with such great wisdom. He has the capacity of understanding the thoughts of all the beings. He can reveal the true Dharma, because he is omniscient. 27

The Dasabhūmikasūtra also accepts the concept of human omniscience. A Bodhisattva enters the tenth Bhūmi (stage) named Dharmamegha or Parama-Vihāra after crossing the ninth Bhūmi, through his practice of yoga. In this Bhūmi he obtains the knowledge of the form of all things and becomes omniscient:

A bodhisattva on completion of the duties of the ninth bhūmi passes to the tenth.* Now he masters countless samādhis, and as the result, a lotus of infinite splendour and size

27 The Mahāyāna Śraddhotpāda-Śāstra, p. 90.
appears and he is found to be seated on it with an equally resplendent body and established in the samādhi of omniscience (sarvajñānā-visēgābhiseka)** surrounded by countless bodhisattvas who are yet in any one of the nine bhūmis and all looking at him. The rays of light issue forth from his body and make all beings happy.*** While he is thus seated on the lotus, rays come forth from the Tathāgatas and consecrate him as a Samyaksaṃbuddha possessed of omniscience, and hence this bhūmi is called Abhiṣekabhūmi.

It is after the tenth bhūmi that a bodhisattva becomes a Tathāgata, and so the Laṅkāvatāra calls this stage Tathāgatabhūmi.****

The Satasahasrikā also remarks that a bodhisattva in the tenth bhūmi can be called a Tathāgata.28

*Footnote No. 3 in original source. The Mtu., I, p. 142, has nothing corresponding to the account of the Daśa. It mentions something connected with the Bodhisattva's descent from the Tuṣita heaven and birth in the world of mortal beings.

**Footnote No. 4 in original source. Cf. B. Bh., 24.

***Footnote No. 5 in original source. The wonders of raśmi are described here as well as in the Prajñāparamitās and other Mahāyāna works.

****Footnote No. 4 in original source, p. 284. Satā, p. 1458. Author's Note: Satā, stands for Satasahasrikā-Prajñāparamitā.

Abhisamayālāṅkāra or Prajñāparamitopadesaśāstra aims, as described in the beginning, that the wise man should observe the path of omniscience and by remembering the meaning of the Sūtra, should blissfully reach the ten-fold religious virtue. The perfect wisdom (Prajñāparamitā) is attained through the means of omniscience. The knowledge

of the form of all objects (Sarvākārajñatā) is attained through the knowledge of the path (Margajñatā). The knowledge of the form of all the objects lead to omniscience. The excellence of omniscience is the highest wisdom which leads to the Buddhahood.

According to Abhisamayālanākāra a Śrāvaka removes only the veil of affliction. A Pratyekabuddha removes both the veil of affliction and cognition which is imagined by the subject only. Thus, it should be noted that only a partial veil of affliction and cognition is removed by a Pratyekabuddha. The perfect omniscience and Buddhahood is attained by the removal of the veil of affliction and cognition. Omniscience, which means the true knowledge of all things, is of two kinds: the knowledge of the objects that are near, and those that are remote.

The Bodhicaryāvatāra also includes the Śrāvaka and the Pratyekabuddha in the Hinayāna Buddhism. The aim of the Mahāyāna Buddhism is to reach the state of omniscience and the perfect enlightenment (Buddhatva). The realization of the voidness of elements (Dharma-Nairatmya) removes the hindrance of cognition, which leads to omniscience and the Buddhahood. ²⁹

²⁹ Klesajñeyavṛtī tamah Pratipakṣo Hi Śūnyatā; Šighra Sarvajñatākāmī Na Bhāvayati Tam Kathāṁ. The Bodhicaryāvatāra, 9-55.
The Mādhyamika School of Mahāyāna Buddhism describes the Buddha as a great religious teacher (Śāstā). However, it has not given an elaborate description of his omniscience. Nāgārjuna in his Nūlamadhyamaka-Kārikā reverentially bows to the Buddha as the propounder of "dependent origination" (Pratītyasamutpāda), but he does not ascribe omniscience to him. The omniscience of the Buddha is emphasized and elaborated mainly by the Vijnānavāda Buddhism beginning about the fifth century A.D.

The fifth century A.D. is the start of the golden period of Indian philosophy. Here we find a tripartite struggle between the Mīmāṃsā, Nyāya and Buddhist schools. This tripartite struggle was originally started by Diṅnāga, the father of medieval logic in India. He criticized the Nyāya-Sūtra of Aksapāda Gautama and its commentary by Vātsyāyana called Nyāyabhasya.

Diṅnāga by the celebrity he won in disputations has been one of the most powerful propagators of Buddhism. He is credited with having achieve the "conquest of the world." Just as an universal monarch brings under his sway all India, so is the successful winner of disputations the propagator of his creed over the whole of the continent of India. Cashmere seems to have been the only part of India where he has not been, but he was visited by representatives of that country who later on founded schools there. These schools carried on the study

---

30 Nūlamadhyamaka-Kārikā, Verse 1.
of his works and produced several celebrated logicians.31

*Footnote No. 1 in original source. dig-vijaya.

Diṅnāga felt that the charges lodged by the school of Mīmāṁsā and Nyāya against the Buddhist doctrines could not be disproved without accepting a new form of logic. This new logic would enable Buddhism to be on an equal footing theologically, philosophically and religiously with the other Indian traditions. This was most essential since Buddhism until this time was devoid of an adequate framework in which to interpret the tradition of the Buddha. Diṅnāga, however, gave a new definition of logic on the basis of Buddhist philosophy and from this standpoint he criticized the views of others and set forth a new logical proof of Buddhist doctrines:

The Buddhist philosopher Diṅnāga (c. 425 A.D.) may be regarded as the founder of the school of pure logic in Buddhism....

It is interesting to note that in the hands of Diṅnāga, Nyāya becomes a pure science of logic.... With Diṅnāga, as with other logicians of the Medieval School, the utility of Nyāya primarily lay in its being a means of defence and attack in the philosophical controversies that were then raging in the country. He tries his best to demolish the position of Vātsyāyana, the commentator of the Nyāya-sutras. Udyotakara (c. 550 A.D.)

came forward to defend Vātsyayana against Diṅnāga.

The task of defending Diṅnāga against Udyotakara was undertaken by Dhammakīrti, (c. 600 A.D.) pupil's pupil of Diṅnāga.... Dhammakīrti also criticises the views of Bhārtṛihari and Kumārila as well. Dhammakīrti in his turn is criticised by Vyomaśīva, Akalanka, Haribhadra and Jayanta.32

Eventually the Jaina, Sāṅkhya-Yoga, Mīmāṃsa and Nyāya Schools also adopted their own logical methods to support their doctrines and criticize those of others. Uddyotakara, a propagator of the Nyāya School, in his book Nyāya-Vārtika, has refuted the arguments of Diṅnāga against Nyāya-doctrine. God, he holds, is the basis of Dharma because He is the only omniscient supreme being. He has proved the sole omniscience of God on the basis of His function as creator of the whole universe. Only a being who is the creator of the universe can be omniscient. It is, therefore, impossible for any human being like the Buddha or Vardhamāna to be the omniscient religious teacher.

To answer the objections of Uddyotakara the Naiyāyika and the Mīmāṃsakas and re-establish the Buddhist doctrines, Dhammakīrti wrote the Pramāṇa-Vārtika. His criticism was answered by Vācaspati Miśra in his book Nyāya-Vārtika-Tatparya-Tīka. Dhammakīrti also criticized

vigorously the doctrine of the Mīmāṁsakas. His criticism was answered by Kumārila in his book *Slokavārtika*. In order to re-establish the doctrine of Mīmāṁsā he severely attacked the Buddhist doctrines and attempted to prove the authority of the *Vedas*. He holds that only the *Vedas* can be omniscient and an omniscient being is an impossibility. According to him, the non-omniscient teachers like the Buddha or Vardhamāna should not be accepted as authority for *Dharma*.

Thus the schools of Mīmāṁsā and Nyāya challenged the religious authority of Buddhism by seeking to disprove the omniscience of any human being. On this basis the Buddha's teachings regarding *Dharma* were not accepted authoritative by them and were seen as misleading. The attack of Kumārila, Uddyotakara and Vācaspati Miśra on the doctrines of Buddhism and their refutation of the omniscience of the Buddha, shook the position of the Buddhism as religion and it became difficult for people to have faith in the teachings of the Buddha.

...Buddhism in India was doomed. The most talented propagandist could not change the run of history. The time of Kumārila and Śaṅkara-acārya, the great champions of brahmanical revival and opponents of Buddhism, was approaching.... What might have been the deeper causes of the decline of Buddhism in India proper and its survival in the border lands, we never perhaps will sufficiently know, but historians are unanimous in telling us that Buddhism at the time of Dharmakīrti was not on the
ascendancy, it was not flourishing in the same degree as at the time of the brothers Asaṅga and Vasubandhu. The popular masses began to return their face from that philosophic, critical and pessimistic religion, and reverted to the worship of the great brahmin gods....

Dharmakīrti seems to have had a foreboding of the ill fate of his religion in India. He was also grieved by the absence of pupils who could fully understand his system and to whom the continuation of his work could have been entrusted. Just as Dignāga had no famous pupil, but his continuator emerged a generation later, so was it that Dharmakīrti's real continuator emerged a generation later.33

The Buddhist theologians of this age felt the need to answer this challenge by establishing the Buddha as the only omniscient religious teacher in order to prove that Buddhism is as valid as Hinduism, if not superior. They have tried to prove that only a human being could be omniscient not the Vedas or God. They also tried to demonstrate that among human beings who have been acclaimed as omniscient religious teachers only the Buddha is omniscient because his teachings have not been disproved by any valid means of cognition. They have used logical arguments to support the omniscience of the Buddha so that they could prove that Buddhism is the only true Dharma, since only Buddhism has been taught by an omniscient religious teacher.

Dīnnaḥa paved the way for development of the Buddhist proofs for the omnisciences of the Buddha by providing the

33 Th. Stcherbatsky, op. cit., p. 35.
logical structure. The later Sautrāntika Viśnūnavādin Buddhists adopted this dialectical method in discussing the omniscience of the Buddha.

We should, however, remember that the logicians of the age had cultivated a purely rational outlook to a great extent. Diśnāga was no doubt held in high esteem by the Buddhists but this did not prevent Dharmakīrti, his vārtikakāra, from dissenting from him and maintaining that the example, or Udāharana, cannot form part of syllogism. The very emergence of vārtika as a form of literature is a clear proof that rationalism was fairly well developed in the period; the vārtikakaras were no doubt commenting upon earlier works....

Dharmakīrti, however, has not rested his case on the omniscience of the Buddha, because he felt that the omniscience of any person cannot be examined by any empirical criterion. But he maintains that the Buddha is a reliable guide to Dharma, because he possesses true knowledge (jñānavān).

This is much more so because the whole chapter on the validity of knowledge is supposed to contain only a comment upon the initial stanza of Dignāga's work. This stanza contains a salutation to Buddha who along with the usual titles is here given the title of "Embodied Logic" (pramāṇa-bhūta).* The whole of Mahāyānistic Buddhology, all the proofs of the existence of an absolute, Omniscient Being are discussed under that head.

---

* Pramāṇa-Vārtika, ii, pp. 145-146.
We would naturally expect the work to begin with this chapter upon the validity of knowledge and the existence of an Omniscient Being. A further notable fact is that the chapter on Buddhology, the religious part, is not only dropped in all the other treaties, but Dhammakirti most emphatically and clearly expresses his opinion to the effect that the absolute omniscient Buddha is a metaphysical entity, something beyond time, space and experience, and that therefore, our logical knowledge being limited to experience, we can neither think nor speak out anything definite about him.36

**Footnote No. 2 in original source. pramāna-bhutāya jagad-dhitaisine, etc. cp. Dut., Nyāya-praveśa, Intro.**

**Footnote No. 2 in original source. p. 39, Cp. the closing passage of Santānāntarasiddhi, and NB, III, 97.**

The omniscience of the Buddha was most convincingly demonstrated in the last phase of Indian Buddhism. Th. Stcherbatsky names it as "The Third or Religious School of Commentators."37 This religious school has followed the logical tradition of Diṃnaga in proving the validity of knowledge. In this connection they have logically established the concept of human omniscience as well as the omniscience of the Buddha.

Prajñākaragupta in Pramāṇavārtika-Bhāṣyam (or Vārtikālaṅkārah), Śāntarakṣita in Tattvasaṅgraha and Kamalaśīla in his Pañjikā went further than Dhammakīrti and dialectically established the concept of human omniscience


and omniscience of the Buddha while answering the objections of Vācaspatimisra and Kumārila.

These Buddhist philosophers have accepted the possibility of human omniscience and have maintained through various modes of logical arguments that only the Buddha and no other religious teacher is omniscient, because his teachings of Dharma have not been disproved by the accepted valid means of cognition (Pramāṇa).

By holding the concept of human omniscience and omniscience of the Buddha, the Buddhists do not mean that the omniscient person should know all the objects of the world. Their primary aim is to prove that the Buddha has the knowledge of supersensuous truths and his teaching of Dharma is the means of attaining heaven and liberation. The knowledge of the Buddha is not hampered by obstacles because he is omniscient. The Buddhists indirectly establish the concept of human omniscience in order to prove the existence of a person who knows the means leading to heaven and freedom.38 Their main aim is to prove that the authority for Dharma is the teaching of an omniscient person and only the Buddha is an omniscient religious teacher.

38 Svargāpavargasamprāpti Hetuṣno'ṣttti Gamyate; Sāksāṇa Kevalāṁ Kintu Sarvajño'pi Pratīyate. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3309.
OBJECTIONS AGAINST THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN OMNISCIENCE

One of the orthodox philosophical schools, the Mīmāṁsakas, believes that only the Vedas are omniscient. No human being can be omniscient because of the mind's inherent limitation. Kumārila, the expounder of the Mīmāṁsaka's view, vigorously argues that only the Vedas are omniscient, because it is the work in a spatio-temporal dimension—they are not written by man, for they are eternal. The Vedas are the only basis upon which man can know the supersensuous truths, because they are omniscient (sarvajña). Therefore, the Vedas are the only authority upon which Dharma (religion) can correctly be based.

It should be noted that this school is the most orthodox and firm supporter of the Vedas. It denies through various arguments the existence of a creator of the universe as well as the possibility of human omniscience. According to this school an omniscient person is non-existent, like a sky-lotus, because he is not apprehended by any of the valid means of cognition. All objects cannot be known by anyone. Here the term "all" (sarva) does not mean objects
other than Dharma and Adharma (anti-religion) such as oil, water and butter, and so on.¹

In order to maintain the omniscience of the Vedas the Māmāsakas have raised many objections against the existence of an omniscient person. First, they deny the possibility of human omniscience by logical arguments. Second, they argue that the existence of an omniscient person cannot be proven by any of the valid means of cognition.

This school has established that the Vedas should be taken as the supreme authority regarding Dharma, Svarga, Mokṣa and other super-sensuous truths. Kumārila asserts that it is always doubtful whether the words uttered by a person are valid or not. Therefore, only the Vedas can be omniscient, because they are impersonal.² It is natural that this school would deny the existence of an omniscient person. Even those schools which believe in the existence of an omniscient person have criticized each other on the concept of human omniscience. The Buddhists say that

¹ Athāpi Prakṛtaṁ Kiñcit tailodakahyātādivat; Tena Srvena Sarvajñastathāpyastu Na Vāryate. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3131.

Vardhamāna, the Jaina teacher, should not be regarded as omniscient, because his teachings of Śyādvāda and other doctrines are false. On the other hand, the Jainas say that the Buddha should not be regarded as omniscient because his teachings regarding the doctrine of momentariness (Kṣanikavāda) etc. are incorrect. Both the Jainas and the Buddhists have put forth reasoning and counter-reasoning but no definite criterion has been established to verify omniscience of a person. On this basis the Mīmāṁsakas conclude that the existence of such a person who knows everything of the universe cannot be proved by any valid means of cognition.

There are two possible interpretations of human omniscience. First, a person may know a little of the universe as a whole. Second, he may know the whole of the universe in full detail.

However, it is futile to accept the first possibility. The objects of the world are either existent (bhāva-rūpa) or non-existent (abhāva-rūpa). A man could not be called omniscient by knowing this epitome of the world.³ Again, a person may not be called omniscient on the basis of this knowledge that all objects of the world

³ Bhāvābhāvasvarū-Pam VājagatsarvāmYadocyate; Tatsaṅkṣepena Sarvajñāḥ Puruṣaḥ Kena Nesyate. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3132.
are knowable (jñeya) and cognisable (Prameya). Some philosophers have reached the conclusion that the world is divided into certain limited categories. The Buddhists have postulated the "Five-Thought-Phases" (Pañcaskāñdha), the Vaiśeṣika have postulated "Six-Categories" (sad-padarthah) and the Sāṅkhya have accepted "Twenty-five-principles" (Tattvas). But it is absurd to conceive of them as omniscient, because those who read their philosophical doctrines, would also become omniscient. It is also impossible to regard a person as omniscient if he cognises six kinds of objects through the six valid means of cognition (Pramāṇa). Consequently, that a person is omniscient cannot be proven on the basis that he knows a little about the universe as a whole.

As far as the second alternative is concerned, a person cannot know in full detail all the atoms contained even in a single body. How then is one to know all the

---

4  
Evam Jñeyaprameyatvasaṅksepeṇāpi Sarvatām;  
Aṣṛitya Yadi Sarva-jñāh Kastaṁ Vārayitum Kṣamaḥ.  
_Tattvasaṅgraha_, Verse 3133.

5  
Padartha Yaiśca Yāvantaḥ Sarvatvenāvadhāritāḥ;  
Tajjñatvenāpi Sarva-jñāh Sarve Tadgranthavedinaḥ.  
_Ibid._, Verse 3134.

6  
Tathā Śadbhiḥ Pramāṇairyaḥ Saṭprameyavivekavān;  
So'pi Saṅksiptasarva-jñāḥ Kasya Nāma Na Saṃmataḥ.  
_Ibid._, Verse 3135.
little details that constitute the whole universe. It is impossible to have the knowledge of the entire universe even in a hundred years. At the same time this knowledge is as futile as examining the teeth of a crow because it has no bearing upon Dharma and Adharma and it will not fulfil any purpose of mankind. 7

Human omniscience cannot be established by perception and other valid means of cognition, so Dharma and Adharma can be known only through the Vedas. 8 It is impossible to know them through the teachings of the Buddha and other religious teachers, because these teachings are not contained either in the Vedas or in the Upveda (sub-revealed literature like Ayurveda, Dhanurveda and the like), nor in the Ângas (subsidiary sciences) of the Vedas or in the Pratyângas (auxiliaries) of the Vedas. Again these teachers have not composed any scripture which provides the knowledge of all the objects. It is wrong to say that those objects which

7 Ekasyaiva Šārīrasya Yāvantah Paramāṇavaḥ; Keśaromaṇi Yāvanti Kāstāṇi Jñātumārhati; Samastāvayavavavvyaktivistara Jñānasādhanam; Kākadanta Parīkṣāvatkriyamāṇamāṇanarthakam. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verses 3137-3138.

8 Sarvapramātṛsaṁbaddhapratyakṣādinivāraṇāt; Kevalāgamāmyatvam Lapsyate Pūṇyapāpayoh. Ibid., Verse 3142.

9 Naca Vedopavedâṅgapratyāngādyarthabodhanaḥ; Buddhaderdṛṣyate Vākyam Sa Sarvajñāṇaḥ Kathāṁ Mudhā. Ibid., Verse 3146.
are not mentioned in their teachings might have been known to them. In that case all the poets should be regarded as omniscient due to the composition of their poems.\textsuperscript{10}

There are many teachers such as the Buddha, Kapila, Kapāda, Gautama, Vardhamāna and others who are regarded as omniscient by their respective followers. But it is not proper to regard them all as omniscient, because they have taught mutually contradictory doctrines regarding supersensuous objects. If the Buddha is omniscient, then what is the proof that Kapila is not so. If both are omniscient then there should not be any difference of opinion between them.\textsuperscript{11}

Again the Buddhists are not right in saying that that person alone can be regarded as omniscient whose teachings cannot be contradicted by any valid means of cognition. The Buddhists assert that the Buddha should be regarded as omniscient in the sense that he directly knows the true nature of all things. His omniscience is derived from his unique teachings, teachings which are in accord with reality. In

\textsuperscript{10}Svagranthesvanibaddho'pi Svajñātō'rho Yadiśyate; Sarvajñāh Kavayah Sarve Syuḥ Svakāvyanibandhanāt. \textit{Tattvasaṅgraha}, Verse 3147.

\textsuperscript{11}Sarvajñēsu Ca Bhūyassu Viruddhārthopdeśisu; Tulyahetuṣu Sarveṣu Ko Namaiko'vadhāryatām. Sugato Yadi Sarvajñāh Kapilo Neti Kā Pramā; Athobhāvapi Sarvajñāu Matabhe-Dastayoh Kathān. \textit{Ibid.}, Verses 3148-3149.
other words, the Buddha is omniscient according to the Buddhists because his teachings are not heard or inferred from any external source, and because they describe the true nature of things. The same reasoning is used by the Digambarara Jainas to prove the omniscience of Vadhamāna. Here again the matter is doubtful because both the and Jainas have criticised each other on the conception of omniscience. On this ground the Mīmāṃsakas have refuted their doctrines very successfully.

The Mīmāṃsakas assert that no being can perceive super-sensuous truths; they can be observed only through the Vedas. It is not correct to say that the Buddhists know super-sensuous truths through the words uttered by other Buddhas such as Kanaka, Kāśyapa and Dīpaṅkara and not through the Vedas, because the reliability of their teachings also can be ascertained no more than that of the Buddha. The Buddhists are also not correct in saying that

12 Pañjikā, 3153, p. 823.
13 Evaṁ Sarvajña Kalpeṣu Nihateṣu Parasparaṁ; Alpaśeṣikṛtansarvān Vedavādaī Hanisyati. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3154.
14 Tasmādatindriyārthānāṁ Sāksādraṣṭā Na Vidyate; Vacanena Tu Nityena Yog Pasyaṁ Sa Paṣyati. Ibid., Verse, 3175.
15 Ibid., Verses 3176-3177.
the line of the Buddhas is beggingless. Therefore, the teachings prepounded by the Buddha should be regarded defectless and without beginning just like the *Vedic* tradition. The Mimamsakas declare that the teachings of the Buddha are not reliable because he has no direct knowledge of *Dharma*. The mere fact that the teachings of the Buddha are beginningless as the Buddhists hold also does not prove that they are reliable. Neither reliability nor unreliability is necessarily connected with the beginninglessness. For instance, real gold has been in use since the beginning of time, just like unreal gold, but both are not equally real.

It is also wrong to say that both the Buddha and the *Vedas* are equal source of right knowledge, because both are omniscient. The Mimamsakas do not believe in the existence of an omniscient person, because such a person cannot be proven by any valid means of cognition except non-apprehension (*abhāva*). Therefore the omniscient person who falls within the scope of non-apprehension cannot be placed at the same level as the *Veda*.

---

16 *Na SaUddhodani vākyanām Pāratantryātpramāṇata; Apasyataḥ Svayaṁ Dharmāṁ Tathā SaUddhodanerapi. Tattvasaṅgraha*, Verse 3179.

Also the existence of an omniscient person cannot be proved on the basis of the proclamation of the Buddha himself, such as "I am omniscient, perceiving all things, there is nothing that is unknown to the Tathagata," because there is interdependence in this assertion. This statement cannot be accepted as reliable unless it is proved that it was spoken by an omniscient person. How can he be accepted as omniscient on the basis of his own declaration?

Again the Buddha cannot be accepted as omniscient on the basis of the assertion of the Sravakas such as Sāriputra and others who declare the Buddha, the worthy scion of the Sākyya family, as omniscient. This type of statements made by the non-omniscient person cannot establish the omniscience of the Buddha. If a person accepts this state-

---

20. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3188.
ment as authority, why does he not hold his own words as authority.\textsuperscript{23}

The Buddhists hold that there has been a series of innumerable Buddhas in the past and this series is going to continue in the future also. The knowledge of the omniscience of the Buddha is derived from the words of these Buddhas. In other words the omniscience of the Buddha is affirmed by the assertion of another omniscient person, that is, another Buddha. On this basis the Buddhists establish the omniscience of the Buddha. The Mīmāṃsakas, however, do not accept this view also very convincing. If a single one of these Buddhas happen to be non-omniscient, then the omniscience of the Buddha cannot be established through the words of the Buddha.\textsuperscript{25}

The Mīmāṃsakas further argue that the people of the present time are not able to know an omniscient person because no such person is present before them. Even a man contemporaneous with the omniscient person cannot know him as omniscient unless he himself becomes omniscient, for such

\textsuperscript{23} Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse, 3190.

\textsuperscript{24} Pañjikā, 3191, p. 832.

\textsuperscript{25} Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3191.
a man who is not omniscient, the teachings of the so-called
omniscient person would be non-reliable and doubtful. In
fact, the reliability of his words would not be more than
the words of any other person.

It is also not proper to call a person as omniscient
who can know all things that are known to his disciple, be-
cause it is not possible for him to know all the knowable
objects of other different worlds. It is impossible to
believe that all men approach the Buddha simultaneously
and he answers all their questions, because all men of the
past, present and future from all over the world cannot be
brought together.\textsuperscript{27}

The omniscient person must know the things of the
past and the future also. Otherwise he would be only a
partial knower. However, it is impossible to know the
things of the future. Nobody can know future things by
sense-perception, because what is still in the future, that
is, non-existent, cannot be an object for knowledge, because
a future thing is not a real object. Inference and other

\textsuperscript{26} Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3192.

\textsuperscript{27} Sarvāśyairapi Jñātānarthaḥ- Saṃvādayannapi;
Na Sarvajño Bhavedanyalokajñātārthavarjanāt.
Na Ca Sarvanarajñātajñeyasamvādasambhavah;
Kālatrayatrilokasthairmarairna Ca Samāgamaḥ.
\textit{Ibid.}, Verses 3194-3195.
valid means of cognition also cannot prove the apprehension of future things, because there shall be no inferential mark (liṅgābhāva-d), and other necessary factors. Just like future things, there will be no apprehension of past things also because sense perception on any other valid means of cognition cannot be applied there, as that also is a non-entity.

In addition, the description of the omniscience of Brahmā and other Hindu deities is found in the Itiḥāsa and the Purāṇa of Brahmanic (Hindu) literature. The Mīmāṃsakas take these descriptions as commendatory (Arthavāda). Or it can be said that their knowledge is certain regarding the objects spoken of in the Itiḥāsa and Purāṇa. Their knowledge is certain because they know Dharma in their own selves through meditation.

---

28 Anāgatena Drṣṭam Ca Pratyakṣasya Manāgapi; Sāmarthyam Nānumādijānaṁ Liṅgādibhirvinā. Tattvaśaṅgṛaha, Verse 3174.

29 Paṇjikā, 3174, p. 828.


31 Ibid., Verses 3201-3205.
ing to this literature knowledge is one of the ten imperish-
able qualities of Lord Śaṅkara, but he is not called omni-
scient. His knowledge consists only in the direct percep-
tion of his pure self. 32

Apart from this Brahmā, Viśnu and Maheśvara are the
embodiments of the Vedas. The Vedas consist of the knowledge
of all things. These Gods are omniscient in this sense.
But the knowledge of the Buddha is dependent upon himself. 33
Furthermore, they are deities, superior to all human beings,
so they can acquire the pure knowledge through meditation.
They are mentioned in the Vedas, because they are equipped
with eternal qualities and eternal function. 34 It is better
to accept the fact that Dharma is taught by the Vedas than
to hold that the omniscient person is mentioned in the Vedas. 35

32 Jñānaṁ Vairāgyamaisvaryamiti Yo'pi Daśāvyayah;
Śaṅkaraḥ Śrūyate so 'pi Jñānavānātmavittayaḥ.
Tattvasaṅgahraha, Verse 3206.

33 Athāpi Vedadehatvādbhramvisnumahesvarāḥ;
Sarvajñānāmayādvēdātsarvajñāḥ Māruṣasya Kīṁ.
Kvaca Buddhādayoh Martyāh Kvaca Devottamatrayaṁ;
Yena Tatsparo-Dhaya Te'pi Sarvajñā Iti Mohadrk.
Ibid., Verses 3208-3209.

34 Ibid., Verses 3210-3211.

35 Anityasya Tu Buddhāderna Nityāgamagamyatā;
Nityatve Çāgamasyeṣte Vṛthā Sarvajñakalpanā.
Ibid., Verse 3212.
According to the Mīmāṃsakas the clear and direct knowledge of Dharma is obtained from the Vedas, because it provides a clear knowledge of everything. On the other hand, the omniscient person provides indirect and indistinct knowledge of Dharma, because he has retired into Nirvāṇa (liberation) and therefore cannot be clearly perceived. If it is accepted that he has not entered Nirvāṇa and is clearly perceptible even then he would not impart any teaching, because after reaching that state he has no desire for anything. Even if he imparts some teaching at this stage, it could not be heard by all men of the past, present and future.

Thus the Mīmāṃsakas conclude that a person like the Buddha or Vardharmāṇa should not be regarded as the knower of Dharma on the basis of the knowledge of a few supersensuous realities unless he is proved to be omniscient.

The Valid Means of Cognition (Pramāṇa)

The Mīmāṃsakas hold that the existence of an omniscient person cannot be supported by any valid means of cognition.

36 Tattvasahāraha, Verses 3213-3214

Perception (Pratyaksha) inference (Anumana), analogy
(upamana). Presumption on necessary implication
(Arthapatti), words (Sabda) and non-apprehension (Abhava)
all these valid means of cognition cannot prove the existence
of an all-knowing person.

1. Perception (Pratyaksa)

A man is called omniscient because he knows all
things. This knowledge of all things could be attained
either through sense-perception (Indriyajñana) or through
mental perception (Manojñana). Sense-perception is limited
in scope. Consequently, the apprehension of all things
through perception is impossible. Otherwise, all the dif-
ferent things such as taste, odour and so on would be appre-
hended through a single cognition at one and the same time
which is not possible, there would be no apprehension of
many things such as the mental thinking of other men and
those things which are far away, or very small or hidden. Otherwise, all characteristics could be attributed to all

38 Sarvapadarthajñānātsarvakṣa Isyate, Tacca Sakal-
avastuparijñānām Kadacidindriyajñānena Va Bhavet, Manojñānena
Vā. Pañjikā, 3157, p. 824.

39 Mābhude-Kena Jñānena Yugapadaseṣārthasya Grahaṇām,
Anekena Bhavisyatiti. Yato Yugapadanekeviṃjñānāsamūbhavāt.
Sanbhavet 'pi na Sarvapadarthagrahaṇamasti, Paracittasyendri-
yajñānāvisayatvāt, Agocaraprāptasya Ca Dūrasūkṣmāvyavahitā-
things. The apprehension of all things through mental-perception is also not possible. Mental perception has no independent operation of its own. It is supported by the fact that the deaf or blind persons also are found in the world. Therefore, it follows from this that mental perception envisages only those things which are apprehended by sense-perception.

It is inconsistent to say that a person can become omniscient by improving his power of intelligence (Prajñā) through the practice of Yoga and meditation. The power of intellect cannot reach the highest stage of perfection through any kind of yogic practice. Sense-perception cannot transcend its inherent limitation and the mental cognition cannot overlap the range of knowledge of repeated experience. The intellect may become superior but it cannot reach its perfection. By practice a man can jump to the height of eight miles. All cannot know all. The knowledge of all objects cannot rest in one man. No one can become omniscient.

---

40  
Paññikā, 3159, p. 825.

41  
Daśahastāntaraṁ Vyoṁno Yo Nāmotplutyā Gacchati;  
Na Yojana-masau Gantuṁ, Śakto'Bhyāṣaśatairapi.  
Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3168.

42  
Sarvah Sarvaṁ Na Jānāti Sarvajño Nopapadyate;  
Naikatra Pariniśṭhā 'sti Jñānasya Puruṣe Kvacin.  
Ibid., Verse 3173.
Again the omniscient person cannot be the object of mental-perception. In mental-perception a man can only apprehend those ideas which occur in his own mind. He cannot comprehend the thought-processes which are going on into the mind of other people. Also the omniscient person cannot be proved to exist by mystic cognition (Yogijnāna), because it is doubtful whether he is apprehended in such perception or not. Therefore, it cannot be said with certainty that an omniscient person is seen by a mystic (Yogi).

2. Inference (Anumāna)

The omniscient person cannot be proved to exist by inference. The Buddhists regard inference as based upon three kinds of mark (Liṅga): (1) non-apprehension (Anupalabdhiḥ); (2) causal relation (Kāryakāraṇabhāvaḥ); and (3) the nature of things (Svabhāvaḥ).

He cannot be proved by non-apprehension because positive not negative reasoning is required to prove his existence. He cannot be proved by causal relation, because the causal relation is always based upon perception. The reason based upon the nature of things also cannot prove the existence of the omniscient person. His nature cannot be known, because he is not seen.

43 Paññikā, 3186, p. 830.
44 Ibid., 3186, pp. 830-831.
There could be three kinds of fallacy in the reasoning for proving the existence of the omniscient person: (1) inadmissible (Asiddha), (2) contradictory (Viruddha), and (3) inconclusive (Anäikañtika). Any reason may be adduced as a property belonging to a positive entity (Bhavadharmā), or to a negative entity (Abhavadharmā), or to both. These three are the only possible alternatives. The reason adduced as a property belonging to a positive entity is inadmissible, because that positive entity, that is, the omniscient person is still to be proved. The reason adduced as a property belonging to a negative entity is contradictory. Such a reason would prove the non-existence of the entity, that is, the omniscient person. The reason cannot belong to both, because such a reason would be inconclusive. Thus, none of the three kinds of mark can prove the inference of the existence of the omniscient person. Nor is he seen by us at the present time.

3. Analogy (Upamāna)

The omniscient person cannot be proved to exist by analogy which is based on similarity (Sādṛśya) and its adjuncts (Upādhi). No person is seen at present time who may be called

---

45 Sarvajño Drśyate Tāvannedānīmasmadādibhiḥ; Drśto Na Caikadeśo 'sti Liṅgaṁ vā Yo 'Numāpayet. Tattvasaṅgraha. Verse 3186.
similar to the omniscient person. Hence the existence of the omniscient person cannot be proved on the basis of Analogy. On the contrary, it is deduced from the Analogy that there is no existence of an omniscient person. 46

4. Presumption (Arthāpatti)

The omniscient person cannot be proved to exist through presumption. The teachings of the Buddha regarding Dharma and Adharma can be accepted as authority only when his omniscience is established. As a matter of fact, no relationship has been perceived between the omniscient person and the teachings of Dharma and Adharma. It can only be an instance of inference from a universal premise. According to the Mīmāṃsakas the teaching of Dharma may be due to dream, delusion, wrong teaching or the Vedas themselves. 47 The Buddha is ignorant of the Vedas, which has been accepted by the Buddhists themselves. Therefore, it

46 Sarvajñāsadrśaḥ Kaścidadyadi DrṣyetāSāmprati; Tadā Gamyeta Sarvajñasadbhāva Upamābalāt. Tattvasaṅsṛaha, Verse 3215.

47 Upadeśo Hi Buddhāderanyathā'pyupapadyate; Svapnādīdṛṣṭ (Śtaq!) Vyāmohā (T) Vedadvādi (Coāvi?) Tatha' (Tham ) Śrutāt. Ibid., Verse 3223.

is deduced that the teachings of the Buddha and other wicked teachers might have proceeded from sheer delusion for deceiving people. Because a man who is ignorant of the Vedas cannot base his teachings upon the Vedas. In fact, the Buddha has imparted his teachings only to the ignorant persons and to the Sudras. If his teachings regarding Dharma had been based upon the Vedas, then he would have imparted his teachings to the Vedic scholars and the learned Brähmanas as Manu and the other Brahmānic teacher who were learned in the Vedas have done. Manu and other teachers were learned in the Vedas and they were dependent on the Vedas so far as the teaching of Dharma is concerned. They were well known among the Brähmanas and the Vedic scholars who accepted their teachings, because their works have been based on their understanding of the Vedas.


49 Ibid., Verses 3226-3227; cf. Pañjikā, 3226-3227.

50 Ye Tu Manvādayāḥ Siddhāḥ Prādhanayena Trayīvidāḥ; Trayīvidāśritagranthāste Vedaprabhavoktayaḥ. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3228.
5. Words (Śabda)

The knowledge which proceeds from words (Śabda) is called verbal cognition (Śabda Pramāṇa). This Śabda Pramāṇa is based on two sources, first, that which is based on eternal words (Nityasabdajanitam), and the second, that which is based on the utterance of men (Pāuruseyadhvanihetukam). The human omniscience cannot be established by the means of Śabda Pramāṇa. There is no declaration in the Vedas regarding the existence of an omniscient person. At the same time he cannot be proved by an artificial truth.

The Upanisadic declarations such as "He who is truthful in words, truthful in volition, truthful in desires, should be sought and should be desired to be known," are only commendatory according to the Mīmāṃsakas. There can be no reliability in the human assertion such as it has been quoted in the Buddhist scriptures: "The blessed

---


52. Nacāgamanvidhiḥ Kaścinnityasarvaṣāmpabdhakah; Kṛtrimeṇa Ca Satyena Sa Kathaṁ Pratipādyate. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3187.

Lord the Tathāgata, the Arhat, is Truly Enlightened."\(^{54}\)

Thus human omniscience cannot be supported by Śabda Pramāṇa.

6. Non-apprehension (Abhāva)

The existence of an omniscient person cannot be proved by any of the above mentioned five valid means of cognition. Therefore, it is concluded that his existence can be affirmed only by non-apprehension (Abhāva),\(^{55}\) the sixth valid means of cognition.

Thus Kumarila, the expounder of Mīmāṁsā school, establishes the fact that human omniscience cannot be proved by reason or any valid means of cognition.

Arguments of Śāmata and Yajñata

Śāmata and Yajñata hold that the concept of human omniscience is purely baseless. It is wonder how people believe in omniscient person.\(^{56}\)

---

\(^{54}\) "Sarvajño 'Haṁ Sarvadarśi, Nāsti Tathāgatasya Kiñcidajñātamityādī." Cited in Pañjikā, 3187, p. 831.


\(^{56}\) Evaṁ Sarvajñatā Puṁsāṁ Svātantryena Nirāspada; Idaṁ Ca Cintyate Bhūyaḥ Sarvadarśī Kathāṁ Mataḥ. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3247.
Does the omniscient person know all things simultaneously or in succession? Does he know them as possessing one nature or only very important aspects? Or, is he called omniscient because he has the power to know all things? Just as fire is called the "all-devourer" (Sarva-Bhugiti), although it is not devouring all things, either simultaneously or successively.

If it is accepted that the omniscient person apprehends all things simultaneously, that is, at one and the same time, then there are two possible, alternative views regarding his apprehension. First, does he apprehend all things by a single cognition? Or, does he apprehend all things at once through several cognitions? The first alternative cannot be accepted because two contradictory situations cannot be cognized by a single cognition. The second alternative is not convincing either, because many divergent cognitions cannot appear at one and the same time. In fact there has never been an experience of several

---

57  
Yugapatparipātyā Vā Saryām Caikasvabhāvatah;  
Jānanyathāpradhānām Vā Śaktyā Viṣṇyeta Sarvavat.  
Tattvasāṅgraha, Verse 3248.

58  
Pañjikā, 3248, p. 845.

59  
Yugapacchucyaśucyādisvabhāvānām Virodhinām;  
Jñānam Naikadhiyā Drṣṭaṁ Bhinnā Vā Gatayah Kvacit.  
Tattvasāṅgraha, Verse 3249.
cognitions in one single consciousness. 60

Just what does it mean to speak of cognizing all things by several cognitions in one moment? It is not possible to know, even in hundreds of years, all the innumerable things of the past, present and future. 61

If it is accepted that the omniscient person apprehends only the "universal forms" (Sāmānyarupā) of all things and he does not perceive their "specific individualities" (Svalakṣeṇāṁ), then what is the use of such a person who knows only the "universal form" and not the "specific individuality."

Again the apprehension of the "universal form" by the said omniscient person may be either true or false. If it is true, then it means that all things are one, that is, free from plurality. This oneness of all things is contrary to our normal experience. 63 In that case there would be no difference between the disciple, omniscient person, Dharma, Adharma and the teachings of the omniscient person, because

60  Paññikā, 3249, p. 845.

61  Bhūtaṁ Bhayadbhiṣyacca Vastvanantaṁ Krameṇa Kaḥ; Pratyekaṁ Saknuyādboddhum Vatsarāṇāṁ Satairāpi. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3250.

62  Ibid., Verse 3251.

63  Ibid., Verse 3253.
the "distinctive characteristic" (Svabhāva) of these things cannot be cognized. 64

The omniscient person would become a deluded person if his cognition of the oneness of all things is false. In that case there would be no faith in his words which are as good as the words of an intoxicated person. 65

The Buddhists hold that the omniscient person perceives all actions (Karmas) and their causes through extraordinary cognition produced by communion (Samādhi). 66 However, the validity of this statement cannot be proved. There is no valid means of cognition to establish the fact that an omniscient person perceives through extraordinary cognition. Neither perception nor inference nor Sabda proves that the omniscient person does so or not. 67 When the apprehension of the omniscient person through extraordinary cognition itself is not evident, there is no use in inferring whether he perceives all things simultaneously or successively.

64
Tataśca Śīyasarvajñadharmādharmitaduktayaḥ; Na Syurvo Bhinnarūpatve Svabhāvanavadhāraṇāt. Tattvasedaṅgraṇa, Verse 3254.

65
Ibid., Verse 3255.

66
Sahetu Sakalāṁ Karma Jñānenālaukikena yaḥ; Samādhiṣṇena Jānāti Sa Sarvajño Yadisyate. Ibid., Verse 3256.

67
Pratyakṣamanumānañā Vā Śābdam Vā Tadatatkrtaṁ; Pramāṇamasya Sadbhāve Nāstīti Nasti Tādṛśāḥ. Ibid., Verse 3257.
Either "the power of perceiving all things" itself does not exist or if it exists, it should be present in all persons. Consequently all persons should know all things. But it is a fact that all people do not know all things. Thus these Buddhists conclude that human omniscience cannot be established by any accepted valid means of cognition. When the existence of an omniscient person is not proved, the Dharma cannot be known by human assertion. Consequently, the teachings of the Buddha or any other so-called omniscient person cannot be taken as authority for Dharma.

Here in this chapter we have outlined the arguments which the Mīmāṃsakas make against the possible existence of an omniscient person. They argue from what is logically possible and impossible and from what for them is the only accepted authority for truth regarding Dharma and Adharma, that is, the Vedas. Now we must show how the Buddhists attempt to meet these objections to their thesis that the human omniscience is possible and the Buddha is the only omniscient religious teacher of Dharma.

---

68 Tattvasahgraha, Verse 3258.

69 Ibid., Verse 3259.

70 Ibid., Verse 3260.

71 Itthām Yadā Na Sarvajñāḥ Kaścidapyupapadyate; Na Dharmādhigame Hetuḥ Pauruṣeyaṁ Tadā Vacaḥ. Ibid., Verse 3261.
Chapter 3

BUDDHISTS' ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF HUMAN OMNISCIENCE

The main concern of this chapter is to show the logical arguments offered by the Buddhists, for example, Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla to support the concept of human omniscience. In the previous chapter we have already seen that the Mīmāṃsakas have refuted the omniscience of the Buddha as well as the possibility of human omniscience through logical reasoning, so now we shall look at the Buddhist point of view.

In order to establish the possibility of human omniscience, Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla have set forth various modes of arguments. First, they give the definition and criterion of an omniscient person. Second, they establish that the possibility of human omniscience cannot be denied by any of the valid means of cognition.

Who is an omniscient person? Holding the Buddhist view Śāntarakṣita claims that that particular person should be called omniscient who has the true knowledge of all the objects and whose knowledge has been found quite reasonable.
and satisfactory after careful examination. These criteria of an omniscient person he asserts, cannot be contradicted.\(^1\)

In fact, omniscience means the true and perfect knowledge of each and every object without exception. The true knower cannot misconceive anything.\(^2\) Only an omniscient person can be a true knower of everything. That is why Śāntaraksita holds that that person is omniscient who knows the real nature of the universe as soulless, momentary and full of suffering.\(^3\)

Kamalaśīla further adds that that person alone should be regarded as omniscient whose teachings cannot be contradicted by any valid means of cognition.\(^4\)

What is the criterion to determine whether or not a particular person is omniscient? The Buddhists hold, says Śāntaraksita, that the criterion of an omniscient person is that he imparts teaching regarding heaven (Śvarga) and liberation (Apavarga) very clearly and distinctly because

\[\text{Samyak Sarvapadarthānām Tattvaśīnācca Sarvavit;}\]
\[\text{Hetāvato Na Sambodhīyā Sandigdhavyatirekitā.}\]
\text{Tattvasaṅgāraha, Verse 3330.}\n
\[\text{Pañjikā, 3330, p. 867.}\]

\[\text{Anirūḍhavāśīśo 'pi Sarvajñah Ko 'pi Samābhat; Yo Yathāvat Jāgatsarvaṁ VettiyanātmādiRūpataḥ.}\]
\text{Tattvasaṅgāraha, Verse 3337.}\n
\[\text{Pañjikā, 3151 p. 823.}\]
he knows their real significances. Otherwise, there is no use in finding out a person who possesses the knowledge of other things than the above, for instance, the knowledge of the number of sands of the ocean. It is their conviction that the knowledge of an omniscient person regarding prosperity, heaven, liberation, Dharma, self and other supersensuous truths is untrammelled by normal experience.

An omniscient person is one who apprehends the true nature of all things of the past, present and future. He perceives existing things as existent, and non-existing things of the past and future as non-existent. In other words, the cognition of an omniscient person is unlimited. He is called omniscient because he knows all actions with their causes and effects through a single extraordinary cognition produced by meditation and communion (Samādhi).


6 Yasmodabhyudaye Mokṣe Sahaitaḥ Sadhitam Puraḥ; Jñānamapratigham Teṣāmāvaiñikamatisphutaṃ. Ibid., Verse 3533

7 Ekajñānaksanavyāptaniḥsajñeyamandalaḥ; Prasādhitō Hi Sarvajñāḥ Kramo Nāsriyate Tataḥ. Ibid., Verse 3657; cf. Panjika, 3627, p. 929.
Śāntarakṣita and Kamalāśīla, the expounders of Buddhism, hold that only an omniscient person can perceive Dharma, because he knows each and everything about the universe including supersensuous truths like Dharma, heaven, and liberation. In fact, by proving the existence of an omniscient person through logical arguments they do not mean to seek a man who knows everything other than Dharma. Their main aim is to search for a person who knows Dharma. This is possible only through an omniscient person. The mind of an omniscient person becomes free from the hindrances of affliction (Kleśāvarana) and the cognisable things (Jñeyāvarana). On account of the latter, Dharma and other supersensuous realities are revealed to his consciousness. 9

Is it possible to apprehend supersensuous realities? Certainly it is not possible through normal vision. However, it is possible for an omniscient person, because he removes the hindrances of cognisable things by the practice of yoga. The Buddhists hold that the manifestation of supersensuous truths is possible because of the illuminative characteristic of knowledge. In other words, the nature of know-

8 Sahetu Sphalāṃkarma Jñānenālaukikena Yaḥ; Samādhijena Jānāti Sa Sarvajño'padiśyate. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3638.

9 Pañjikā, 3267, p. 847.
ledge is that of light. It is clear (Nirmal) because it is free from the hindrances of affliction and the cognisable things. It is not shaken by the force of passion. Just like a lamp, it throws light on the objects.¹⁰

Therefore, it is quite possible for an omniscient person to have the direct knowledge of supersensuous truths like Dharma and others, because he acquires perfect wisdom by the means of yoga.

How can a person be the perceiver of Dharma when he also perceives the unclean things like taste and others simultaneously? In fact an omniscient person perceives only through the mind without the help of sense-contact with the objects. He may not be distracted from his situation as the perceiver of Dharma, even if he has the sense-contact with the objects, because the objects of the world are only illusory. The objects of the world are only manifestations of the consciousness (Vijñāna). Therefore, his five-fold actions are not influenced by the afflictions and his mind also cannot be disordered by perceiving impure things, because he perceives the objects of the world in their real illusory form.¹¹ This objection is possible only in the

---

¹⁰ Pañjika, 3269, p. 847.

¹¹ Bhūtarthabhāvanodbhūtāmānasenaiva Cetasā; Aprāptā Eva Vedyante Ninditā Api Saṁvytau. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3319.
realism where matter is conceived as eternal and real. But
it is not applicable in idealism in which the Buddhists be-
lieve that the world arises only from consciousness. The
omniscient person removes all the impurities and realizes
the absolute reality, so he does not perceive the objects
in the same form as they appear in the apprehension of
ordinary men as real.12

Śaṅtarakṣita does not agree with the view of the
Mīmāṃsakas that the omniscient person is not perceived by
any of the valid means of cognition (Praṇāna) except non-
apprehension, so only the omniscient eternal Vedas should
be accepted as the authority for Dharma. His first argument
is that according to the view of the Mīmāṃsakas the author
of the Vedas would have to be a person who has the power of
perceiving supersensuous truths. In other words, he
should be omniscient, because he is supposed to know the
true nature of all things.13

The Buddhists have already proved that the author
of the Vedas can be only a person who has acquired the know-
ledge of supersensuous truths like Dharma. Thus it follows
that the existence of an omniscient person must be accepted

12 Paññika, 3319, pp. 864-65.
who is the direct perceiver (Sākṣāt-drastā) of supersensuous truths. It is not possible to perceive anything through the Vedas.

His second argument is that it is not possible to know Dharma and other supersensuous truths through the Vedas. In fact, the Vedas which are considered to be omniscient and eternal words by the Mīmāṃsakas, are impossible. Even if it is accepted that there is a possibility of having the eternal Vedas even then, it is not proper to accept that they are the means of knowing the supersensuous truths, like Dharma, Svarga and Mokṣa. They cannot reveal their meanings in succession, because when the cause is present, there, the effect should appear all at one and the same time. Again, in that case they will reveal the first effect over and again even at the succeeding moments. Furthermore, the capacity of revealing their meanings is not inherent in the Vedas. Otherwise they should reveal their meanings simultaneously. Also, the capacity of revealing their meanings cannot be due to any other instrumental cause, because that capacity is not considered different from the very nature of the Vedas. Even if the instrumental cause is accepted

14

Tasmādatindriyārthānām Sākṣādraśtaiva vidyate;
Natu Nityena Vacasā Kaścitpaśyatyasambhavāt.
Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3263.
there could be no relationship between it and the Vedas.\textsuperscript{15}

It follows from the above statement that the Vedas can be accepted as authority for Dharma only when they are written by an omniscient person. The author of the Vedas who reveals heaven, sacrifice and other supersensuous truths must be a person who has realized them first; or he should know the significance of Prakṛti and Puruṣa. Or he should be knower of all Dharma. Otherwise the reliability of the Vedas cannot be accepted.\textsuperscript{16}

Thus the Mīmāṃsakas are wrong in holding the view that the concept of human omniscience is an impossibility. His existence cannot be denied in all three times—past, present and future by any valid means of cognition. It is wrong to say that a particular object does not exist, because it is not seen.\textsuperscript{17} According to the Buddhists there is the highest stage of wisdom which constitutes omniscience. Therefore, the objections lodged by the Mīmāṃsakas against the concept of human omniscience is not applicable here.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{15} Nityasya Vacasah Śaktirna Svato Vāpi Nānyataḥ; Svārthaṁśe Samutpādye Kramākramavirodhatah, Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3264; and Paññikā, 3264, p. 846.

\textsuperscript{16} Tattvasaṅgraha, Verses 3265-3266.

\textsuperscript{17} Ibid., Verse 3503.
The Valid Means of Cognition (Pramāṇa)

The concept of human omniscience cannot be disproved by any of the valid means of cognition, viz., perception (Pratyaksā), inference (Anumāna), presumption (Arthāpatti), analogy (Upamāna), scripture or words (Śabda) or non-apprehension (Abhāva).

1. Perception (Pratyaksā)

The concept of human omniscience cannot be disproved by perception. There can be no annulment in a case where perception is not applicable at all. The cognitions appearing in the minds of other people are not perceived by a person who is not omniscient. The conclusion which is deduced from the inapplicability of perception is quite different from the conclusion which is brought about by the applicability of perception. In fact applicability and non-applicability are contrary to each other and cannot co-exist in one and the same thing. Again the inapplicability of perception is not invariably concomitant with the non-existence of the thing concerned, because the perception is inapplicable, if the thing is hidden or remote. The statement that "perception having ceased proves the non-existence,"19

18 Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3509.
19 Pañjikā, 3268, p. 848.
does not mean that perception has disappeared from the present state. The Buddhists have already proved that the past and future things do not exist at all. There would not be any perception of what is non-existent. Secondly, the meaning of the statement may be accepted in the sense that though existing at the present moment it does not appear in connection with a certain thing. Even so, it cannot prove the non-existence of the thing in question. The visual perception does not appear in connection with odour or taste. But this does not prove that these latter do not exist at all. Thus perception cannot prove the non-existence of anything. Śāntaraksita says that the Buddhists declare the non-existence of a jar or anything else on the basis of perception itself, in the form of non-apprehension. When two things are capable of figuring in the same cognition, the appearance of one implies the non-existence of the other. But the omniscience appearing in the same cognition with something else is never cognized. Thus Śāntaraksita concludes that the non-existence of human omniscience cannot be deduced by the presence of any other thing.

2. Inference (Anumāna)

Inference also cannot disprove human omniscience for
it always envisages affirmation. Negation is envisaged by non-apprehension only. It can be said that inference is not absolute negation but only the relative negation. In other words, it is the negation of omniscience in relation to all men. Even so, inference is not possible. No "mark" (Liṅga) is known to be present in all men, which is invariably concomitant with omniscience.21

3. Presumption (Arthāpatti)

Presumption too cannot negate human omniscience. First, the Buddhists do not admit of any means of cognition apart from perception and inference. Second, presumption is based upon the idea that a certain seen or heard fact is explicable only on the basis of the unseen factors. But there is no factor among men which can cause us to presume the non-existence of human omniscience. 22

4. Analogy (Upamāna)

Nor can analogy reject the concept of human omniscience. A man apprehends by analogical cognition either the remembered thing having for its adjunct the similarity of the thing which is present before the eyes, or mere similarity of the thing before the eyes with the remembered

21Panjikā, 3268, p. 849.
22Ibid., 3268, p. 849.
thing. Thus what is remembered and perceived as similar, is the object of analogical cognition. Nobody can know the cognitions occurring in the mind of all men. So nobody can remember them. Nor can any body know any such property in common with non-omniscience, on the basis of which the non-omniscient character of men could be cognized through analogy. All men may be alike on the ground of being existent; but similarity of existence does not prove their non-omniscience.

The concept of human omniscience cannot be disproved by analogy. One can deny the concept of human omniscience only after seeing all men of all times, far and near. In that case he himself would be omniscient.

5. Scripture or Words (Sābda)

Words, as a means of cognition cannot set aside the concept of human omniscience. The Mīmāṁsakas themselves recognize that words emanating from human beings are not reliable in supersensuous truths. The Buddhists have already proved that words which are not emanated from human

---

23 Tasmādyatsmaryate Tatsyatsādrśyena Viṣeṣitaṁ; Frameyamupamānasya Sadrśyaṁ Vā Tadanvitaṁ. Ślokavārtika (Upamāna, 37), quoted in Pañjikā, 3268, p. 849.

24 Pañjikā, 3268, pp. 849-850.

25 Tattvasaṅgraha, Verses 3558-3561.
beings are not reliable. Apart from this, there is no Vedic assertion that all men are non-omniscient. The fact that human omnisciences is not mentioned in the Vedas cannot establish the non-omniscience of all men.26

6. Non-Apprehension (Abhāva)

It is inconclusive as well as inadmissible to take non-apprehension as a proof against the concept of human omniscience. If it is used in the sense of absolute negation, then it cannot form either the cognition or the means of cognition of the omniscient person because it is a non-entity. If it is taken to be a relative negation, even then it would not be reliable, because it would be the negation of the means of cognition. It cannot be taken as a particular form of cognition that an omniscient person does not exist, because he is not perceived by any one of the five means of cognition. If it is used in this sense, then it would not be a valid means of cognition.27 Thus non-apprehension which is taken to be a kind of inference by the Buddhists, cannot disprove the concept of human omniscience.

Now what is the meaning of non-apprehension? Does it

26 Panjikā, 3268, p. 850.

27 Ibi., 3269, p. 850.
mean the absence of one's own apprehension or the absence of the apprehension of all men? Again is non-apprehension without any qualification or is it qualified in some way? The absence of one's own apprehension of the omniscient person cannot disprove the concept of human omniscience. Without a qualification, it is inconclusive. With a qualification it has no substratum. The three basic forms of non-apprehension also cannot prove his non-existence. The pervader and the pervaded, the cause and the effect and contrariness are possible only when the thing concerned is perceptible. Again there can be no certainty in his non-apprehension by all men. The omniscient person perceives himself by himself, because he is self-luminous.

Inference as a Proof of Human Omniscience

Śāntaraksita attempts to establish the concept of human omniscience by inference. Some people apprehend the omniscient person by inference. Hence there is a probability of his existence though the proof is not obvious at present.

---

28 Tattvasaṅgraha, Verses 3277-3281.

29 Svayamevātmanā 'Tmānamātmajyotīḥ Sa Paśyati; Ityapyāśākyate 'Taśca Sarvārṣṭiraniścītā. Ibid., Verse 3290.

30 Ibid., Verse 3295.
Even if there is no inference, that does not mean the absence of human omniscience, because the means of cognition cannot be the cause for the existence of a thing. It cannot be said that there can be no doubt regarding the existence of only that thing which has been seen somewhere previously. In that case, one's mother's marriage becomes disproved.\textsuperscript{31}

There is always doubt, according to the Buddhists, when there is no valid means of cognition regarding the existence or non-existence of things. A man cannot cognize a thing when his eyes are not perfect. The same is true in a situation when the eyes are perfect but the object is not there. Just like the conception of other men, the omniscient person cannot be seen directly by dull witted persons. His activity cannot be cognized just like the feeling of love arising in other men. Just like the fire in the iron ball, he is not constantly active. Again there shall be no cognition of connection of an omniscient person with action. It is for this reason that it is said that his existence cannot be proved by inference. Sometimes the concerned thing is found to exist even when the inference is inoperative, as in the case of red-hot iron ball.\textsuperscript{32}

\textsuperscript{31} Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3299.

\textsuperscript{32} Ibid., Verses 3303-3306.
Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla hold that the omniscient person knows all actions with their causes and results by a single extraordinary cognition produced by Samādhi. The Buddhists have proved the concept of human omniscience through inference. They hold that human omniscience can be proved at least by one valid means of cognition that is, inference. This establishes the fact that the omniscient person really exists. 33

The Buddhists have proved the concept of human omniscience on the basis of inference and not on the basis of the scriptural declarations. 34 Again Śāntarakṣita cites a scriptural declaration also which is not found at present, read by Brāhmaṇas affirming the concept of human omniscience. Thus he establishes the omniscience of the Buddha on the basis of scripture also. Lord Buddha has been clearly mentioned as omniscient in the Vedic recensional text called Nimitta. He has been depicted there as one who, after showing himself in a dream as a six-tused white elephant, is born as Bodhi-

---

33 Sahetu Saphalam Karma Jñānenālaukikena Yaḥ; Samādhijena Jñāti Sa Sarvajño'padīṣyaṭe. Purastadānamānaṇaṃ Taśya Sattā Prasādhītā; Pramāṇamasya Sadbhāve Tadastītyasti Tadṛṣah. Tattvaśaṅgraha, Verses 3638-3639.

34 Āgamaṇa Tu Sarvajño Nāsmādbhīḥ Pratipādyate; Laiṅge Sati Hi Pūrvokte Ko Namāgamato Vadet. Ibid., Verse 3510.
sattva who is the ocean of good qualities: omniscient, full of compassion, pure, the father of the whole universe and reaching the state of immortality. 35

Thus Śāntarakṣita and Kamalāśīla offer logical arguments which successfully answer the objection lodged by the Mīmāṃsakas against the Buddhist conception of human omniscience. In addition, they have dialectically established the complete validity of human omniscience. Their main aim is to prove that the Buddha is the only omniscient religious teacher. Before proving the omniscience of the Buddha they have established the possibility of human omniscience. They hold that a person can reach the state of omniscience by reaching the highest grade of intellect through the means of yoga. On this ground they establish the concept of human omniscience through logical arguments.

35

Chapter 4

THE BUDDHA AS AN OMNISCIENT RELIGION TEACHER

To answer the objections of the Mīmāṃsakas, the Buddhist philosophers, Śaṅtarakṣita and Kamalaśīla have vigorously proved the omniscience of the Buddha by their logical arguments. Śaṅtarakṣita's primary aim is to prove that the Buddha is the only real teacher who has taught the Saddharma (true religion). They have offered further arguments to find that the Buddha was the only omniscient teacher, because his teachings are defectless. The other religious teachers cannot be called omniscient because their teachings have been proved self-contradictory by the Buddhists. The Buddha knew the means of attaining svarga (heaven) and Moksa (liberation) because of his omniscience. His knowledge is not hampered by obstacles. He is omniscient because he has removed the hindrances of affliction and of cognisable things. There would be no defect in the teachings of a person who has realized Anātma-vāda (soullessness), as there would be no darkness when the lamp is there.¹

The omniscience of the Buddha is argued for by Śaṅtarakṣita and Kamalaśīla using the logical methods of
Arthāpatti (presumption) and Anumāna (inference). The Buddha is a teacher of the doctrine of the Anātmavāda (soulessness), which is the nature of all objects. Therefore, his teaching contains the essential knowledge of the true nature of all things. He has criticized the Vedic animal-sacrifice and condemned the belief in existence of the soul. Not only this, he has preached the "Four-Noble-Truths" (Catvāri Ārya Satyāni) leading to Moksa. Consequently, from the above statement, it is inferred that he had true knowledge of all things, even those things which are taught in the Vedas. No one can teach these things who does not know the real nature of all things.

The Dharma and other supersensuous truths might have been known to the Buddha, because he has taught them without learning them from the Vedas. Consequently, these things must have been known to him. Otherwise, it is not possible for any one to go on talking about supersensuous truths which cannot be proved by any valid means of cognition. He cannot derive his knowledge through inference, because he never perceived such things previously. He has not derived his knowledge from the teachings of other teachers because

---

his teachings are not similar to other teachers. Again it is wrong to say that conformity with reality in his teachings are purely accidental. Further, his teachings are in sequence and they fulfil the purpose of men, so it cannot be said that these teachings were asserted by a demented person. Therefore, it is inferred that the Buddha was omniscient and he did possess the knowledge of Dharma. That is why he has taught the truths which were not heard before him. ³

It must be understood, as the Buddhists hold, that the omniscience of the Buddha does not depend on his knowledge of all objects such as the number of insects of the world, though knowledge of such objects is also possible for him. His omniscience depends upon his everlasting knowledge of the fundamental nature of all objects. Therefore his knowledge of "soulessness" will remain constant and unchanged. ⁴

There is no doubt regarding the omniscience of the Buddha, because by following his teachings a person becomes liberated. ⁵

---

³ Tattvasaṅgraha, Verses 3454-3462.
⁴ Paññikā, 3337, p. 869.
The Buddha and the Other Religious Teachers

The Buddhists do not say that the Buddha alone is capable of achieving the state of omniscience. Any person may become omniscient who perceives the truth of "soullessness" which leads to liberation. However, the poets and the teachers of false doctrines cannot be called omniscient because they have not realized the Parama Tatva (absolute reality). 6 Vařhamāna, Kapila and other teachers have not taught the doctrine of "soullessness". Instead, they hold the doctrine of the soul which is the root of all evils. Not only this, but they have asserted that things are permanent, which is disproved by valid means of cognition. So these religious teachers cannot be called omniscient, because they have expounded wrong doctrines regarding the true nature of things. 7

The aim of the Buddhists is not to prove that other religious teachers are not omniscient. They only show the defects in their teachings. In fact, it is their assertion that any particular person should be accepted as omniscient who knows the true nature of everything on account of his realization of the absolute truth. In other words, they do

---

6 *Tattvasaṅgraha*, Verse 3324.

not intend to say that only the Buddha should be accepted as omniscient. In principle, they accept the possibility of human omniscience.  

All other religious teachers have expounded the true nature of the universe in their teachings. The Buddhists have proved their doctrines as defective and full of contradiction. Therefore, other teachers should not be accepted as omniscient persons. Only the teachings of the Buddha are not disproved by reasoning because of his direct knowledge of the true nature of the things of the universe. So only the Buddha should be accepted as an omniscient religious teacher.

The Buddhists hold that any person who knows the whole universe as "soulless" may be called omniscient without any distinction. According to Kamalaśīla only the Buddha fulfills this condition of becoming omniscient. In fact, only the Buddha and none else, fulfills all the conditions of an omniscient person, because only he has expounded

---


9 Pratipāditarūpasya Sarvavastugatasya Ca; Sākṣattattvasya Viññātsugatāḥ Sarvadarsinaḥ. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3334.

10 Anirdiśastiṣe Ṛśi Sarvajñaḥ Ko'Pi Saṁbhavet; Yo Yathāvat Jagatsarvaḥ Vietyanātmādirūpataḥ. Ibid., Verse 3337.
through various means the truth about what should be sought for and what should be rejected. He has taught the "Four Noble Truths" as a perfect means for that. Therefore, only the Buddha should be accepted as an omniscient religious teacher.

A man cannot teach about the true and perfect nature of a thing unless he knows its true nature. So far as supersensuous truths are concerned, it is extremely difficult to know them. Only the Buddha has expounded the true nature of worldly things and supersensuous realities like Dharma, heaven and liberation. That is why he has been accepted as the only omniscient religious teacher.

The Buddha cannot be compared with other religious teachers who have expounded false doctrines which are disproved by valid means of cognition. He has expounded the true doctrine which is supported by valid means of cognition, because his teachings are based on his realization of the truth.

11 Pañjikā, 3337, p. 869.

12 Cited in Pañjikā, 3337, p. 869.

13 Tena Pramāṇapañcavāditattvadarsanayoginā; Na Tulyahetutā'Nyēśām Viruddhārthopadeśinām. Tattvasaṅgṛaha, Verse 3341.
He has propounded the perfect method of meditation upon "soullessness," which is the means to achieve prosperity and the highest good or liberation. The real nature of things is exactly as it has been taught by him. His teachings are not different from the real nature of things to the slightest degree when examined. 14

The words of the Buddha are like jewels which destroy the darkness of wrong ideas. That is why he has been called omniscient by wise persons. He is the real knower of the Prakriti and the Purusa, and has been called the great physician. Due to his superiority of knowledge, the Buddha, who is a suppressor of Mara (desire) is distinct from Rśabha, Kapila, Vardharmāṇa and other religious teachers because they have not taught the above mentioned doctrine. 15

The Buddha and the Vedic Rsis
Śāntaraksita and Kamalaśīla do not accept the concept of any similarity between the Buddha and the Rsis of the Vedas. 16 The significance of the Buddha is that he

14 Sambaddhanugunopāyam Puruṣārthābhi-Dhāyakaṁ; Drṣṭe 'Pyarthe Pramānābhyaṁiṣadapyaaprabādhitaṁ. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3343.

15 Ibid., Verse 3347.

16 Pañjikā, 3484, p. 903.
perceived the Dharma by himself and expounded his doctrine in public due to compassion.\textsuperscript{17} Now it may be asked, what is the proof that the Buddha himself and not others, expounded the Dharma? To answer this question from the Buddhist point of view, Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla have accepted the same definition of the Dharma which is mentioned in the Vaiśeṣika Sūtra and which is commonly accepted by all systems of Indian thought, i.e., that Dharma is that means by which prosperity and the highest good are achieved.\textsuperscript{18} And they have shown that the said definition is only applicable to the teachings of the Buddha.

The teachings of the Buddha are the only means to know the Dharma, which gives prosperity in this life. The incantations (Maṇtra), prescribed by him, give wisdom, health and power, when they are properly practised.\textsuperscript{19} His teachings also lead to the highest good after this life. The highest good or liberation is the absolute cessation of the series of births and rebirths. The teachings of the

\textsuperscript{17} Yadvä'Śyeva Viśeṣo'Yaśa Manau Tadvacanesu ca; Sa Drstavāṃsvayāṁ Dharmamuktavānśca Kṛpamayah. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3485.

\textsuperscript{18} Yato'Bhyudayanispattiryyato Nihśreyasasya Ca; Sa Dharma Ucyate Tadrksarvaireva Vicakṣanaiḥ. \textit{Ibid.}, Verse 3486.

\textsuperscript{19} \textit{Ibid.}, Verse 3487.
Buddha are the only means to attain the liberation, because only he has taught the doctrine of "no-soul" which destroys the "afflictions" which are the causes of the circle of birth and rebirth. All other religious teachers hold the doctrine of a permanent soul. Therefore, his teachings are the only indicator of Dharma which leads to prosperity and highest good or liberation. Thus they prove that the highest good or liberation is possible only in the teachings of the Buddha.

Liberation cannot be achieved by the teachings of the Vedic Rsis, because it follows from the cessation of the Aham (I-notion). They believe in the existence of the soul which is the root cause of "I-notion". There is very little possibility for attaining prosperity through their teachings on account of the destruction of the ten sins (Dasakusalahaniita). But there is not even the least possibility for attaining the highest good, because they believe in the existence of the soul which cannot destroy the afflictions. The description of the "ten good actions" (Dasasubha-Karma), of the Buddhists are very powerful because they have been taught by the Buddha after realiz-

20 Tattvasaṅgṛaha, Verses 3488-3493.

21 Ibid., Verses 3496-3497.
ing the truth. The afflictions can be destroyed only by following the teachings of the Buddha and not by following the teachings of the Vedic Rsis. Therefore, the teachings of the Buddha are the only means to lead to the highest good or liberation.

The Buddha and the Hindu Gods

Santaraksita and Kamalaśīla as the expounders of the Buddhists' view severely attack the Mīmāṃsakas' belief that omniscience can be attributed to Brahmā, Viṣṇu and Śiva because they are immortal gods and embodiments of the Vedas which consists in the true knowledge of all things. On the other hand, the Mīmāṃsakas assert that omniscience cannot be ascribed to mortal beings such as the Buddha, whose knowledge is not based on the authority of the Vedas. He claims that it cannot be proved that these Gods are the embodiments of the Vedas. They are different from each other and are considered eternal and are not dependent upon each other. Thus it is absurd to say that these gods are

22 Daśa Karmayathā Proktāḥ Śubhā Ye Tāyinā Punaḥ, Samyagdrṣṭyupagūdhāste Balavanto Bhavantyalām. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3498.

23 Ibid., Verses 3208-3209.

24 Ibid., Verse 3547.
the embodiment of the Vedas, because there is no relation between the gods and the Vedas. There can be no relation of identity, because they are different. There can also be no causal relation because both are considered eternal. At the same time the Vedas also cannot be called omniscient for its meaning cannot be ascertained. 25

These Buddhists argue that there is no comparison between the Buddha on the one hand the the Brahmā Viṣṇu and Śiva on the other, because these gods are considered omniscient on the basis of the Vedas which is not considered omniscient by the Buddhists. The omniscience of the Buddha is based on his real enlightenment achieved by his own effort. 26

Again they assert that it is wrong to say that the Buddha is mortal. He is beyond the "five-fold cycle of the world" (Pañchagatýatmasaṅsāra Bahir). Therefore, he cannot be considered mortal. It is only the Nirmānakāya (assumed body) which appears in human form, such as that of Siddhārtha, that can be called mortal. 27 When the Saṃbhoga-Kāya

25 Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3548.

26 Svātaṁtryena Ca Sambuddhaḥ Sarvajña Upapāditaḥ; Na Pumarvedādehatvadbrahmādiriva Kalpyate. 
Ibid., Verse 3549.

27 Pañcagatýatmasaṅsārabahirbhāvannā Martyataḥ; Buddhānāmiṣyate Smābhīrmīrmaṇam Tattathāmataṁ. 
Ibid., Verse 3550.
(body of the bliss) of the Buddha rejects its pious habitation in the heaven, Akāniste, then it appears in the form of the Nirmānakāya of the Buddha which is subject to birth and death and thus mortal. The Dharma-Kāya (cosmical body which is the absolute reality) and the Sambhoga-Kāya of the Buddha are not mortal. Thus the mortality of the Buddha cannot be proved. Furthermore, his immortality is proved by the Buddhist scriptures.

They further add that the statement of the Mīmāṁsakas that the human omniscience is impossible cannot be supported by proof. They hold that the existence of these gods cannot be proved because they are considered eternal. An eternal entity is conceived by the Buddhists to be non-existent, because it has no capacity of production either successively or simultaneously. Even if these gods exist, they cannot be compared with the Buddha. Their knowledge is wrong, because they believe in the existence of the soul. It has been already proved that the knowledge of the Buddha is true, because

28 According to the Buddhist mythology, Akāniste is the name of a particular heaven where only pure beings dwell. On the top of this heaven lies the Maheśvara-Bhavana which is the palace of the Supreme God (the Buddha). Panjikā, 3551. p. 91b.

29 Akaniste Pure Ramye Suddhāvāsavivarjite; Buddhyante Tatra Sambudda Nirmitastviha Budhyate. Tattvaśāṅgaraḥ, Verse 3551.

30 Ibid., Verse 3553.

31 Ibid., Verse 3554.
he does not believe in the existence of the soul. 32

The Buddha and Hindu Religious Teachers

The Buddhists say that the teachings of the
Buddha and the teachings of the Hindu teachers also cannot
be compared.

Manu and other Hindu teachers, Śāntaraksīta and
Kamalaśīla hold, influenced by greed, fear, hatred and
jealousy, lacked compassion. They were partial in their
teachings, 33 imparting their knowledge to the Brāhmaṇas
alone. Their teachings to the Brāhmaṇas alone indicated
that they had imparted their teachings under a delusion for
they were not sure who were the real Brāhmaṇas. 34 They
realized that the Vedas were not reasonable and comprehen-
sible. They realized also that the Brāhmaṇas who had be-
come dull-witted by the readings of the Vedas were not able
to discriminate things for themselves. This was why they
had imparted their teachings to the Brāhmaṇas alone. 35

32 Kiñca Tesām Viparyastaṁ Jñānamātmādidadarśanāt;
Duddhānāṁ Tvaviparyastaṁ Vistareṇopapāditaṁ.
Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3555.

33 Ibid., Verse 3570.

34 Ibid., Verse 3581.
Realizing the fact that the Vedas and Dharmasastra are not based on reason, they declared, in their own words, that the Purana, the Dharmasastra, the Vedas with their subsidiaries and the medical science were self-sufficient commandments; these four could not be condemned by reasoning.\(^36\)

On the other hand, the Buddha imparted his teachings to all people without any distinction on account of his compassion. He had no fear of contradiction in his teachings, because he had realized the truth. A person becomes real Brahmana by following the teaching of the Buddha. In fact the Buddha had imparted his teachings to the real Bráhmanas and not to Manu and other religious teachers of Hindus. A Bráhmana is one who has removed all his sins. Such Bráhmanas are possible only under the teachings of the Buddha for he taught the destruction of all sins by constant practice upon "soullessness". He has described four kinds of Sramanas: Srotapanna, Sakrdagami, Anagami and Arhat. Furthermore, these four kinds of Sramanas are really the

\(^{35}\) Niryuktikatvam Vedarththe Jñapanaśaktatā' Tmani; Vedādhitiyaḥ Viprā Na Paraśaksamā Iti. Kutascinisitaṁ Śaṅke Nūnaṁ Manvādibhistaṁ; Viprebhya Eva Vedādeh Kṛtaṁ Tairupadesanaṁ. Tatvāsāngraha, Verses 3582-3583.

\(^{36}\) Purāṇaṁ Mānavo Dharmḥ Sāṅgo Vedaścikitsitaṁ; Ajñāsiddhāṁ catvāri Na Hantavyāṁ Hetubhiḥ. Ibid., Verse 3584.
four kinds of Brāhmaṇas. It is useless to say that they both are different. 37

Thus the Buddhists (Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla) establish that the Buddha alone is omniscient because his teachings are the only true Dharma, the only perfect teachings that lack nothing. Only he has realized the unreality of the universe and has taught the "four noble truths". The universe, according to him, is only the embodiment of Pañca-Skandha ("five thought phases") and is full of suffering. Desire is the cause of all suffering which leads to the cycle of birth and rebirth, but suffering can be removed by realizing "soullessness". On account of these things he has been considered the leading philosopher. 38

The teachings of the Buddha are pure and in his teachings he has taught the doctrine of "soullessness" which has not been contradicted by any of the valid means of cognition. This type of teachings are not known to any man of the world, even to Lord Kṛṣṇa. That is why the Buddha is worshipped by wise men. 39 Because his teachings are vic-

37. Ye Ca Vāhitapāpatvadbrāhmānāḥ Pāramārthikāḥ; Abhyastāmalanairātmīyāste Mūnereva Śāsane. Ihaiva Śramaṇastena Caturddhā Parikirttyate; Śunyāḥ Parapraṇādā Hi Śramaṇairbrāhmaṇaistathā. Tattvasaṃgraha, Verses 3589-3590.

38. Etacca Sugatasyeṣmādau Nairātmyakīrttanāt; Sarvatīrthakṛtām Tasmātsthito Mūrdhni Tathāgataḥ. Ibid., Verse 3340.
turous over evil forces and is the cause of all kinds of prosperity and the attainment of liberation, a person who has taught this cannot be any ordinary man. There is no place for any doubt that he is omniscient and he is the only omniscient religious teacher.

The Buddha as the Only Omniscient Religious Teacher

The Buddhists refute the view of the Mīmāṃsakas that claims that only the impersonal Vedas should be accepted as authority for Dharma, because they are omniscient. They hold that the omniscience of the Buddha and eternalness of the Vedas also cannot be put on the same level, because they are not identical. If the Vedas were eternal, then alone the omniscience of the Buddha could be compared with them. However, no wise man has placed them both on the same footing. The permanence of the Vedas has been disproved by the Buddhists. They argue that a per-

---


manent thing would produce the cognition and its effect simultaneously. But the Vedas produce their cognition in succession. Therefore, the Vedas are not eternal and cannot be compared with the omniscience of the Buddha.  

Śaṅtaraksita and Kamalaśīla have argued that the Buddha is the only omniscient religious teacher because he has expounded the true doctrines which are not disproved by any valid means of cognition. Other religious teachers and Vedic Rṣis should not be considered as omniscient because their teachings have been found defective when they are examined properly according to the accepted rules of logic. Since they hold this view they quite consistently maintain that even the Gods are not omniscient because they believe in the existence of a permanent soul which is against the teachings of the Buddha.

These Buddhists establish the possibility of human omniscience in order to prove that only the teachings of an omniscient person can be accepted as an authority for Dharma. They have done this by proving the Buddha as omniscient religious teacher and furthermore that he is the only omniscient religious teacher. Therefore, only the teachings of the Buddha and not the other religious teachers should be accepted as the true Dharma (religion).

42

Itthām Yadā Ca Sarvajñāh Kaścidevopapadyate; Dharmādyadhisamṛghe Hetuḥ Pauruṣeṇyam Tadā Vacaḥ. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3645.
Chapter 5

SUPERNATURAL POWERS OF AN OMNISCIENT PERSON

A. The Apprehension of the Omniscient Person

The main concern of this chapter is to answer from the Buddhist point of view the Mīmāṁsakas' objections regarding the apprehension of the objects by the omniscient person. The Buddhists maintain that such a person perceives all objects of the world simultaneously in a single cognitive moment.

Against this view the Mīmāṁsakas assert that it is not possible for any person to know all the minute details of his own body. Therefore, how could one talk of knowing all the objects of the world in a single moment, since it is not possible to know them even in hundreds of years.

Even if it is accepted that the omniscient person knows all the objects of the world the question still arises whether he apprehends them simultaneously or successively. In other words, how can the innumerable things having different forms be apprehended by a single cognition in their real forms? All these questions have been answered by Śāntarakṣīta and Kamalasīla from the Viśṇuṇavādi Buddhist point of view.
The Buddhists hold that the omniscient person perceives the objects of the world in a single moment. Now the Mīmāṃsakas raise the question whether he apprehends taste, odour, sound and other sense-data through one sense organ or more than one sense organ.

Śaṅtarakṣita deals with this question in detail. He points out that the omniscient person does not apprehend the objects through sense-perception. He perceives all things in a moment by mental cognition which is as good as perception. He acquires this mental cognition by meditation upon the truth regarding the real nature of all things.¹

Further he shows that the Mīmāṃsakas also accept the possibility of mental cognition without sense perception which takes place in the recollection of colour and other objects by memory. Furthermore, the Mīmāṃsakas also accept that there is mental cognition of objects while dreaming, though there is no interaction between sense organ and object.²

Again, according to Viśnūnavāda Buddhism cognition

---

¹ Samastavastusambaddhatattvābhyyasaśabalodgatam; Sārvajñām Mānasaṁ Jñānaṁ Mānamekāṁ Prakalpyate. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3381.

² Varnyate Hi Smṛtistena Rūpasabdādīgocarā; Svapne Ca Mānasaṁ Jñānaṁ Sarvārthānubhavātmakaṁ. Ibid., Verse 3384.
is restricted by different forms of disability (Dauskulya-vāsanā). When all notions and impressions of disability carried forward from previous births are removed, every cognition apprehends all the objects and thus it becomes all-pervasive. By this argument Viṣṇānavāda Buddhism establishes its view that the omniscient person apprehends all the objects by perception through the eye and other sense organs.

The Viṣṇānavādins consistently maintain that since the omniscient person's mental cognition is perfect and since every trace of disability has been removed, he is no longer subject to the restrictions of sense perception. He has complete mastery over sensory-perception. In this sense it can be said that the omniscient person perceives objects perfectly through the senses also.

Both the mind and the cognition of omniscient person become superior by the practice of a particular yoga. He attains the highest stage of wisdom by the constant practice of that yoga. Not only wisdom but other kinds of superior powers too are acquired by him due to the practice of yoga. Thus he attains that supreme wisdom which consists in the knowledge of all things. This wisdom would be imperfect while even a single thing is unknown. Thus he becomes

---

3 Paññika, 3389, p. 887.
omniscient by acquiring this supreme wisdom. All the objects are clearly manifested in a single cognition at this highest stage of conception. That is why the Buddha or the omniscient person apprehends all the knowable objects by a single cognition. 5

How can an omniscient person have direct perception of past and future things? Śāntarakṣita holds that a yogi or the omniscient person apprehends all the objects by direct perception and thereby also determines past and future things; because past and future things are related as cause and effect respectively in the momentary flux of the things.

The Sautrāntika, a School of Buddhism, does not agree with this view. Its followers hold that the omniscient person has direct perception of all things. An omniscient person or yogi can perceive past and future things clearly through the power of meditation (dhyāna), and communion

4
Dharmāvadharūpā Hi Prajñā Lakṣaṇatah Sthitā; Ekasyapariparijñāne Sā'Samāptaiva Varttate.
Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3413.

5
Ekajñānakṣaṇapavyāptanihśeṣajñeyamañḍalah; Surāsuraśirosrōtañbhūtah Siddho'Tra Sarvavit.
Ibid., Verse 3449.

6
Yadi Vā Yogasāmarthyaśdbhūtājātanipham Sphutaṁ; Līṅgagāmanirāsansam Mānasam Yoginām Bhavet.
Ibid., Verse 3474.
(samādhi). For example, in the case of a "true dream," conformity with the actual state of things is found in waking experience though in the dream state there is no sense-contact with actual things. They say that this kind of dream perception is also a valid means of cognition, because it fulfills all the conditions of perception. It is clear, distinct and free from conceptual content. At the same time, it is in conformity with the actual state of things. In the same way, though there is no specific individuality in past and future things, the supersensuous cognition of the yogi, by its own power envisages each past and future thing as manifesting a specific individuality.⁷

Not accepting this view of the Sautrāntikas, Śāntaraksita says that the omniscient person has knowledge of supersensuous truths by the force of meditation (Dhyāna) which directly envisages all things through inference, without the help of the scriptures.⁸

There is no succession in the cognition of an omniscient person. The Buddhists do not admit succession in the cognition of an omniscient person, because he apprehends all the knowable objects within a single cognitive moment.⁹

---

⁷ Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3475.

⁸ Atīndriyaṁ ārthavi jñānam Pūrvoktādanumānataḥ; Muneh Sumatayah Prāhurnānyatāstvāgamātmānāt. Ibid., Verse 3477.
The cognition of an omniscient person is free from limitations. He perceives existing and non-existing things equally. There is no difference between things and their functions in the cognition of an omniscient person. He envisages all things in his cognition and not only a particular thing such as blue or yellow. If the omniscient person embraces all the objects within the orbit of a single cognition, then how can the things of the world remain unlimited? In other words, being apprehended by a single cognition of the omniscient person would the things of the world not become limited? Kamalasila says that this objection is not applicable either in Nirakaravijnanavada (the view that cognitions are formless) or in Sakaravijnanavada (the view that cognitions have forms).

Objections Answered in the Nirakaravijnanavada

According to Nirakaravijnanavada the things of the world would not be limited if the omniscient person perceives all the things of the world by a single cognition. The cognition of the omniscient person simply proves that

Ekajnanaksanavyaptanihseajneyamanadalah; Prasadhit Ho Sarvajnah Kramo Nasriyate Tatah. Tattvasangraha, Verse 3627.

Panjika, 3267, pp. 929-930.
the things are existent. That certain things are cognized by a single cognition does not mean that the things have given up their own characteristics. In other words, the things of the world would not give up their characteristics of endlessness if they are cognized by a single cognition of the omniscient person. In our normal experience we apprehend various things, like blue and yellow and so forth while appearing in a single picture by a single cognition. But they do not give up their characteristic of being many, nor do they become mixed together. The Vedānta also maintains that the function of knowledge is to apprehend the objects as such. It cannot bring any change in the nature of things.\(^1\) The things are cognized in their real form just as they are cognized in their real form in the normal cognition of a picture. The omniscient person apprehends the existing objects of the world exactly as they exist. In fact, there is no end of the things of the world. Therefore, they appear in the cognition of an omniscient person as limitless and not as limited.\(^2\)

When the omniscient person apprehends all the things of the world, must he not apprehend their limits also? In

\(^{11}\) Šāriraka Bhāṣya 3/1/21.

\(^{12}\) Pañjikā, 3627, p. 930.
answer to this question Kamalasīla argues that the things of the world do not have real existence. The omniscient person apprehends their momentary characteristic. Everything of the world is in universal flux, and the omniscient person perceives this characteristic in his consciousness. It is in this sense that it has been said that the omniscient person apprehends all the things in their entirety by his single cognition.

Now, the mere fact that all the things of the world are apprehended by a single cognition of the omniscient person implies that these are limited. To avoid this difficulty Kamalasīla says that according to the Nirākāra-vijñānavāda this objection is not applicable. In this view there could be no actual inclusion of things in the cognition. The things are indicated by the cognition of the omniscient person merely as existing. They are limitless because they are not apprehended by the cognition. They must have limits if they are apprehended by his cognition.

How can a person be called omniscient if he does not perceive all things in his cognition according to the Nirākāra-vijñānavāda? Kamalasīla says that he is omniscient by the very fact that he does not perceive things as limited. If he perceives the limitless things as limited, then he cannot be omniscient. Only that person should be called omniscient who perceives existing things as existent, and
non-existing things as not existent. 13

How can there be apprehension of things in *Nirākāra-vijñānavāda* when such cognition would not be distinguished. Again is there no differentiation of a particular thing and its functions?

Kamalaśīla does not admit the differentiation of things and their functions, because the omniscient person envisages all things simultaneously and not particular things such as blue or yellow only. The common person envisages only particular things, otherwise the common person also would be omniscient. Thus the omniscient person has formless cognition which is brought about by the power of *yoga*. The objects that should be acquired and that should be rejected appear in his consciousness without losing their character or without any incongruity. He also has the cognition of the distinctness of the objects in his consciousness.

Thus there is no room for any objection regarding the cognition of the omniscient person in the view of *Nirākāra-vijñānavāda Buddhism*.

13 *Paññikā*, 3627, pp. 930-931.
Objections Answered in the Sakāravijñānavāda

Similarly no objection can be raised from the Sakāravijñānavāda (Cognition with form) point of view. According to this view, when unlimited things appear in existence they manifest themselves in endless forms. Now, how can an omniscient person apprehend all these forms simultaneously? In answer to this question Kamalasālā says that the consciousness of the omniscient person also takes unlimited forms while perceiving the forms of the unlimited things. This possibility is proved by our normal cognitions. A single normal cognition can envisage the forms of several things.\(^\text{15}\)

Again the Buddhists hold that since the forms of the things are only manifestations of consciousness they are unreal. According to this view, it would be wrong to say that one thing actually has many forms, because the forms are unreal. Either every thing may possess one real form or one things may possess different forms. In both these cases it is difficult for an omniscient person to apprehend all these forms simultaneously. Actually many forms do not belong to one thing as they are unreal. If one thing has several real forms, then the question of incompatibility between one form and the other forms may arise. The omni-

\(^{15}\) Pañjika, 3627, p. 931.
scient person perceives the true nature of all things, that is, both the forms and things are unreal.

The omniscient person cannot be mistaken in his apprehension of external objects, because he perceives by the most valid means of cognition. In fact, according to the Sākāravijñānavāda, there is no means by which the apprehension of the things is possible. In our normal cognition only the form of a thing is apprehended. The omniscient person, however, perceives the forms of unlimited things in a single extraordinary mental cognition, because he has acquired boundless capacity of apprehension and his consciousness becomes the substratum of the cognition of all things.

The diverse forms of things do not appear into the consciousness of an omniscient person. But all the existing things as such appear into his consciousness. The capacity of the omniscient person is so great that his consciousness cannot be trammelled by envisaging all things. Also there is no incongruity in holding that the consciousness of an omniscient person apprehends the forms of unlimited things. In fact, the limitless things cannot be apprehended by normal cognition. The question regarding the number of things does not arise in the apprehension of an omniscient person.

16 Pañjika, 3627, p. 931.
Thus the question of a limit or number of things can arise only with normal cognition. 17

According to another view there is no objective basis in the consciousness of the omniscient person. It is valid like a true dream, because it is in conformity with the real state of things. According to this view it cannot be said that the things become limited when they are apprehended by the omniscient person. 18

Further, Śaṅtarākṣita contends that all things can be apprehended, either simultaneously or successively depending on the will of the omniscient person. On account of the removal of all evil he acquires this capacity so that he knows without flaw whatever he desires to know. He can know the objects either simultaneously or in succession, according to his desire because he is the Lord. 19

There is no incongruity even if the omniscient person perceives the things in succession. He is called omniscient because he successively apprehends all the know-

17 Pañjikā, 3627, p. 932.

18 Ibid., 3627, p. 932.

able things which possess the nature of "four truths" (Catuhsatya) through his sixteen consciousnesses (Citthāh).

When this successive consciousness of the omniscient person takes place he has not to wait for a single moment for perceiving all the things what to say of hundred of years. 20

Here one question is very important whether the omniscient person apprehends the "specific individuality" (Svalaksana) of the object or only "universals" (Samānyalaksana). Kamalasila quotes certain Buddhist scriptures where it is said that the cognition of a yogi (omniscient person) which is free from all impurities (Anāśravam) grasps the "universal" only and not to "specific individuality." 21 Now how it can be said that the omniscient person apprehends each and every form of all the objects unless he is a perceiver of their "specific individuality" also.

To answer this objection Śaṅtarakṣita and Kamalasīla hold that it is wrong to say that the omniscient person cannot perceive the "specific individuality" of all the objects. The omniscient person cognizes the very forms of all the

---

20 Yadvā ŚodāsabhiścittaisCatuhsatyavābhavakam; Kramena Vetti Vijñeyam Sarvam Sarvavidityatah. Tatra Tādṛśi Vijñāne Kramena Bhavati Prabhoc; Lavamātro'pi Nāpekṣyah Kimāṅgābdaśatāvadihiḥ. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verses 3630-3631.

21 Pañjika, 3632, p. 933.
objects apart from their own undiversified form. They further add that it is not inconsistent to say that the omniscient person apprehends the "universal" and the "specific individuality" in one and the same cognition.

The very "specific individuality" of a thing is called "universal" because it appears to be of similar form in comparison to the form of things of other kinds. A great yogi (omniscient person) apprehends only the "specific individuality", because his cognition is produced by the force of concentration and meditation (Bhavana).

It is clear that the omniscient person perceives the "specific individuality". Therefore, it cannot be said that all the objects must become one, because the "universal" and "specific individuality" are perceived as one by a single cognition of the omniscient person. Really the omniscient person perceives the "specific individuality" and not the "universal". In fact, the "universal" is considered by the Buddhists as illusory, because it cannot be described as

---

22
Svabhāvenāvibhaktena Yaḥ Sarvamavabudhyate; Svarūpaṇyeva Bhāvānām Sārveṣāḥ So'Vabudhyate. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3632.

23
Pañjikā, 3633, p. 933.

24
Tadgrāhakaṁ ca Vijñānaṁ Bhāvanābalabhāvi Yat; Yogiśānāmaabhivyaktam Tatsvalakṣaṇagocaram. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3634.
"that" or "not that". It is wrong to consider them as real. Actually the omniscient person does not apprehend the "universal" because it is unreal. Even if he perceives those "universal" he would apprehend it as illusory because his consciousness itself is a valid perception and is free from conceptual content. If he apprehends the "universal" as real, his consciousness would be associated with conceptual content and error.25

The "universal" is of the nature of conceptual content. The consciousness of the omniscient person which envisage the "universal" would also be of the nature of conceptual content. In that case, his consciousness would be associated with error because the conceptual content is already false.26 The "universal," which is said to be the essence of conceptual content, and beyond description and is always in contiguity, is actually held by the Buddhists as formless.27

Thus Śāntarakṣita finds every reason in holding that the omniscient person perceives all things and their


26 Pañjikā, 3637, p. 934.

27 Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3637.
causes, by his single extraordinary cognition. He has the capacity to perceive either simultaneously or successively when he imparts his teaching, because of his illuminative consciousness.

B. Omniscience and Speech

Though the possibility of the existence of an omniscience person may be accept in theory, still how can the teachings of any particular teacher regarding supersensuous truth like Dharma, Svarga and Moksa carry conviction until it is proved that he is omniscient, by proper examination. In other words, as long as the Buddha is not proved to be omniscient, his teachings cannot be accepted as valid.

Again, words cannot be uttered by an omniscient person while he is absorbed in the last stage of meditation, that is, the tenth stage (Bhumi). There are three possible ways of obtaining the teachings about supersensuous truths from an omniscient person: (1) Either he should speak while

---

28 Sahetu Saphalam Karma Jñānenālaukikena Yah; Samādhijena Jñāti Sa Sarvajñopaśīyate. Tattvānāgraḥa, Verse 3638, cf. Ibid., Verse 3256.

29 Yugapatparipātyā Vā Jñānam Kāryaṃprakāṣitāt; Śāmartyamapi Tasyāsti Desanām Kurute Yadā. Ibid., Verse 3640.

30 Ibid., Verse 3232.
he is in the state of omniscience which is reached in the
tenth stage (Bhūmi) called Dharmameghā, or (2) he should
speak after waking from the tenth Bhūmi. Or (3) he should
not himself impart teachings but the teachings should come
forth from his surroundings while he is absorbed in
meditation.

How can an omniscient person utter a word while he
is standing upon the Dharmameghā Bhūmi? In this stage his
mind is completely concentrated and he becomes one with the
Absolute reality. Consequently, he is not able to pro-
pound any teaching or Dharma because he always stays in
rapt meditation.

It is also not correct to say that he could impart
his teachings after waking from Samādhi. In this stage his
teachings cannot proceed without some sort of cognition.
As a matter of fact, in this conceptual state there will
not be any difference between an ordinary man and an omni-
scient person. It is also incorrect to maintain, as the
Buddhist scriptures do, that the omniscient person does not
teach anything because he is always absorbed in non-concep-

---


32 Dhyānāpannaścā Sarvārthavisayāṁ Dhāraṇāṁ Dadhat; Tathā Vyaptāścā Sarvārthāḥ Śakto Nāivopadesāne. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3239.
tual Samādhi and that under his supervision the teachings of Dharma are revealed in the various forms.\footnote{Yādā Copadiśedekaṁ Kiñcitsāmānyavakyapravat; Ekadeśajñāgitāṁ Tātta Syātsarvajñābhaśitaṁ. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3240. cf. Pañjikā, 3240, p. 843; cf. Laṅkāvatāra-Sūtra, pp. 142-143.} This statement of the Buddhists' scripture needs clarification. How, then can we be certain whether the teachings of Dharma are propounded by an omniscient person or proceed from some other and untrustworthy sources.

Can a person impart his teachings after reaching the state of omniscience? In other words, can the Buddha impart his teachings while standing in this state? Speech is impossible during the state of omniscience, because there is no conceptual content in this state and speech is not possible without conceptual content. If the Buddha is omniscient, then he cannot speak. If he speaks, then he cannot be omniscient. Omniscience and speech cannot exist together, because they are contrary to each other. Conceptual content is the indirect cause of speech. It is impossible to speak without previous cognition and thinking. Conceptual content associated with verbal expression cannot perceive the form of objects, because it is associated with verbal expression. Thus omniscience is not possible during the conceptual state, because at this state the forms of objects are not perceived. As omniscience and speech are contrary
to each other, the presence of one implies the absence of the other.

The Buddhists (Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla) have sought to prove the omniscience of the Buddha on the basis of his teachings. They claim that the Buddha is the only omniscient teacher because he has taught the true nature of all things. But the question arises how can the Buddha or an omniscient person impart his teachings in the state of omniscience when he cannot speak?

Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla have answered this question by describing two different views regarding the speech of the Buddha. According to the first view, the speech the Buddha is the expression of conceptual content. According to the second view the Buddha speaks even without conceptualization on account of his previous impetus. 35

The first view admits that there can be no omniscience during the conceptual state. But those who uphold this view maintain that omniscience cannot be disproved in the non-conceptual state because in that state the conceptual content, which is the cause of speech, is absent. Though

---

34 Pañjikā, 3358, p. 881.
35 Tattvasaṅgраha, Verse 3359, also Pañjikā, 3359, p. 882.
36 Pañjikā, 3362, p. 882.
in the conceptual state the Buddha is not omniscient, yet his words should be regarded as spoken by an omniscient person. His non-omniscience is removed through the attainment of the state of omnisciences. Once he has reached the state of omniscience, his words are accepted as reliable. He cannot be mistaken because he has a clear knowledge of real and super-imposed objects. He apprehends the objects of conceptual content as merely super-imposed (parikalpita). His speech is the outcome of his direct apprehension of the real state of objects.37

The second school of Vijñānavāda Buddhists holds the view that the words proceed from the Buddha even without conceptual content. His teachings proceed under the force of the initial momentum originally imparted by his previous piety.38 In other words, the knowledge and piety that were already in him before his omniscience continue to impel him to speak, though now there is no further conceptualization going on in his mind.

Apart from these two Buddhist views, Śāntarakṣita himself has provided a further view arguing that it is improper to say that the Buddha would not be able to impart

37 Tattvasaṅgraha, Verses 3363-3365.
38 Cakrabhramaṇayogena Nirvikalpe'Pi Tāyini; Sambhārāvegāśamarthyaādādesanā Sampravarttate. Ibid., Verse 3368
any teaching when he is absorbed in meditation after passing through the ten states (Bhūmis). The Buddhists do not hold that the Buddha stands upon the tenth stage (Bhūmi). In fact the ten levels mark the development towards the attainment of the Bodhisattva-stage and the state of perfect enlightenment (Buddhatva) lies beyond that. After reaching this state the teaching of a person proceeds freely even from the walls without any appurtenance just as light radiates from Cintatamani gems. Thus the Buddha is regarded as the author of the scripture which is composed of his teachings. He is not an actual speaker but a "supervisor". Therefore, he should be taken as the final authority for Dharma. Hence his speech should be regarded as free from any conceptual content.

The second view does not seem convincing because speech is not possible without conceptual content. The view of Śāntarakṣita himself also does not seem to be reasonable either for it is impossible for common people to receive this mystic language through walls and understand its real meaning in their own languages.

39
Panjika, 3592.

40
Tasmīndhyānasamāpanne Cintāratnavadāsthīte; Niścaranti Yathākāmam Kuṭyadibhyo'Pi Deśanāh. Tābhirijñāsitānarthānsarvān Jānanti Mānavaḥ; Hitāni Ca Yathābhavyam Kṣipramāsādayanti 'Te. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verses 3241-3242.
The first view, however, sounds quite convincing, that is, the teaching of the Buddha should be accepted as authoritative because he has previously reached the state of omniscience. The authority of the Vedas also is accepted by the orthodox Hindu philosophers only on the basis that the Vedic Rsis have realized it in their Samādhi. The Buddhists also believe in Jīvanamukti or Apratisthita-Nirvāna. So it is possible for a person to continue his present life after the realization of the Absolute Reality. The teaching of a person who has been liberated in his life time should be taken as authority for Dharma. Therefore, the teachings of the Buddha should be accepted as authoritative if he has become omniscient and has realized the ultimate truth in Samādhi.
Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

Why have the Buddhists given logical arguments to establish human omniscience? Or what is the purpose of using reasoning in support of human omniscience in general, or the omniscience of the Buddha in particular? In fact, Santaraksita and Kamalasila wanted to prove that the knowledge of supersensuous truths like Dharma, Svarga (heaven), Atman (soul), Punarjanma (rebirth) and Moksa (liberation) could be accepted as authoritative if they were taught by an omniscient religious teacher. The question about the omniscience of a particular religious teacher does not arise for those who have faith in him and blindly follow his teachings regarding Dharma. However it is essential to prove the omniscience of that particular religious teacher through logical arguments for those who do not have faith in him and question his religious authority.

In establishing the authority of the teachings of the Buddha regarding Dharma and other supersensuous truths, it was necessary for these Buddhists to verify the existence of the omniscient person and the omniscience of the Buddha who taught these religious truths which are not perceived.
through normal human perception.

Now is there any possibility of human omniscience? It is possible according to the Buddhists because they accept the ascending grades of wisdom. It is remarkable that not only the Buddhists but almost all the systems of Indian philosophy, except the Mīmāṃsa and Cārvāka schools, believe that a man can reach the highest wisdom through the proper practice of a particular yoga. Therefore, the Buddhists are quite consistent in believing that any person can reach the state of omniscience through the practice of yoga. In other words, every individual has the potentiality to acquire this state. This state of omniscience is rooted in every individual just like the state of Buddhahood. In fact, omniscience is necessarily connected with the Buddhahood. The Buddhists hold that when a person becomes enlightened (the Buddha), he becomes omniscient by the removal of Kleśāvaraṇa and Jñeyāvaraṇa. On the basis of this they quite consistently maintain that omniscience is a positive entity which is featureless. ¹ Every individual can achieve the state of omniscience by a particular practice of yoga.

Furthermore, we must consider the very crucial question of whether or not the Buddha has reached the state of omniscience. The Buddhists have very convincingly be-

¹ Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3357.
lieved that the intellect has the capacity to reach perfection. The intellect reaches its perfection in *Samadhi* and becomes one with the state of omniscience. Professor T. R. V. Murti quite consistently observes:

> There is, however, no valid objection against the existence of an omniscient person. A fact cannot be denied because it is not cognised by all and sundry. There is positive evidence of the omniscience of the Buddha; for, following the path taught by him one is freed of saṃsāra. Most of the objections against the acceptance of omniscience are based on the assumption that it is the acquisition of a new faulty, or that it is a laborious process of accretion of information. It is on the other hand a case of divesting the mind of its accidental defects which have crept into it. In itself the intellect is transparent and has natural affinity with the real.* By the contemplation of the unreality of things (nairatmyabhāvanā) it is possible to void the intellect of all defects, klesas. Owing to the removal of the obscuring factors omniscience shines out, as there is nothing to obstruct its vision. Those that deny omniscience really deny the possibility of the intellect to be free from defects. They must logically deny freedom (mukti) too.2


Both Śaṅtaraksita and Kamalaśīla maintain that any person can reach the state of omniscience by a particular practice of *yoga* which is capable of destroying the hindrance of cognizable things. They are not holding a unique view

because this possibility of human omniscience is accepted by almost all schools of Indian philosophy except the Čāravāka and Mīmāṃsā. In accepting the possibility of human omniscience they hold that the intellect (Buddhi) has the capacity to transcend its own limitation and to become identified with the Absolute Reality. This intuitive realization of the Absolute Reality is the state of omniscience. On the basis of this they are quite consistent in establishing the Buddha who claims to realize the ultimate reality, as an omniscient religious teacher.

The claim by the respective followers of Vardhamāna, the Jaina teacher, Kapila, the Sānkhya teacher, and Kaṇādi, the Nyāya-Vaisēšika teacher, that they are omniscient persons makes it doubtful as to who is the real omniscient religious teacher. It is very difficult to determine among all these teachers who is omniscient only on the basis of their teachings of Dharma, because their teachings radically differ from each other. If all these teachers are omniscient, then it logically follows that there should not be any difference of opinion in their teachings of Dharma and the nature of the universe. However, there is disagreement between their teachings regarding supersensuous truths. Therefore, it is very difficult to believe who is

---

3 Panjikā, 3148, p. 822.
really an omniscient teacher.

On the basis of his teachings which are claimed by them to be the only perfect teachings, because they are not refuted by any valid means of cognition, Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla have tried to prove by logical arguments that the Buddha was the only omniscient religious teacher. Other schools of Indian thought, however, also have given equally convincing arguments in support of the omniscience of their respective teachers. For instance the Jainas have argued to prove that Vardhamāna was the only omniscient teacher on the basis of his teachings which they claim, just like the Buddhists, to be the only perfect teachings. This type of claim by various schools of Indian thought creates doubt as who is the real omniscient religious teacher.

Śāntarakṣita and Kamalaśīla, unlike the Buddha, do not accept the Vedic Rsis as omniscient. They have drawn this distinction between them on the basis of their teachings. They hold that only the Buddha and not the Vedic Rsis should be accepted as authority for Dharma because he is omniscient. They maintain that the omniscient Buddha has expounded his teachings regarding Dharma after realizing the Ultimate Reality. Therefore, his words regarding supersensuous truths are authorities.

In fact these Buddhist authors have failed to realize that the teachings of the Vedic Rsis are also based on
intuitive realization. The Vedic Rsis have also realized the Absolute Truth in Samadhi and call it the Vedas or Srutis.

The Vedic Rsis also claim that prosperity and highest good are achieved through their teachings of Dharma. They also accept that freedom (Mukti) is the final aim of human life. The freedom is achieved by the knowledge of Ultimate Truth (Brahman or Ātman). When the soul (Ātman) is associated with ignorance (Avidyā) then it is called ego (Jīva), because it is associated with the "I-notion" (Ahaṅkāra). When the ignorance of the Jīva is destroyed through knowledge (Jñāna), his "I-notion" vanishes and he realizes his true nature, that is, the Ātman. This is the state of liberation. It can be said from the side of the Vedic Rsis that liberation is possible only when the existence of Ātman is admitted. Otherwise, who will be liberated?

Thus it is not consistent to hold as the Buddhists do, that liberation or highest good is possible only in the teachings of the Buddha and not in the teachings of the Vedic Rsis. The Vedic Rsis are also claimed like the Buddha to be omniscient because of the realization of the Absolute Truth. The omniscience of a person can be judged only by one who has become enlightened. At the same time, the teachings of the Buddha regarding Dharma cannot be disproved.
by common people, because he has been claimed to be omniscient on account of his enlightenment by the Buddhists.

On the basis of Buddha's teachings of "soullessness" which he has expounded after having realized the true nature of the universe through his enlightenment, Śāntaraksīta and Kamalaśīla aim to prove that only the Buddha is omniscient teacher. He is not prepared to accept even the immortal Hindu gods, Brahmā, Viṣṇu and Śīva, as omniscient.

The Hindus hold these gods to be omniscient on the basis of their being embodiment of the Vedas. Śāntaraksīta and Kamalasīla have tried to prove that there is no connection between the Vedas and these gods, because they both are eternal. They give reasoning that two eternal things cannot be related to each other, because there is no activity in them. Perhaps, they have misunderstood the meaning of the word "eternal" (Nitya). In fact, "eternity" when ascribed to the gods and the Vedas, means that they both are beginningless, beyond the realm of time, beyond history. In other words, they are real, that is, they are existent before the world process. However, there is no reason why they both cannot be related to each other. Eternity does not necessarily imply negation of relations. There is no third principle to check the relation between the eternal gods and the eternal Vedas. On the basis of being the embodiment of the Vedas, the gods may be called omniscient.
In Mahāyāna Buddhism also, the Buddha (Dharmakāya of the Buddha) is conceived as beyond the time process and the essence of the universe, and at the same time he is considered to be omniscient. In the case of the Buddha also, both his existence and his omniscience are eternal and are related to each other. The same is true in the case of the gods and the Vedas also. Though both the gods and the Vedas are accepted as eternal, yet these gods may be considered as omniscient. The Vedas means intuitive knowledge and these gods may possess the intuitive knowledge in Samādhi. If the mortal being like the Buddha claims to have intuitive knowledge, why cannot those immortal gods also have intuitive knowledge when they have more capacity than human beings. Śāntarakṣita also has indirectly accepted this fact, because he wants to prove the immortality of the Buddha. On account of his enlightenment the Buddha reaches the state of immortality. Thus the mortal Buddha becomes omniscient and eternal according to the Buddhists. If it is accepted, as the Buddhists do, that the Dharmakāya (cosmical body) or Sāmbhoga-kāya (the body of bliss) are immortal, then there is fundamentally no difference between the gods and these Kāyas (bodies) of the Buddha on the question of omniscience.

because they are immortal.

Now the important question is whether the \textit{Nirmānakāya} (assumed body) which is mortal, is also omniscient or not. In fact the Buddhists claim it to be omniscient, because they have accepted the possibility of human omniscience and on that basis have claimed the Buddha ("Gautama the Buddha) to be omniscient. \textit{Sāntarakṣita} has established the omniscience of the Buddha by holding that he is the only religious teacher to believe in the non-existence of a permanent soul. The mere fact that he has taught the doctrine of "soullessness" cannot prove that he is superior to these gods who believe in the existence of a permanent soul. He cannot disprove the omniscience of the gods for the simple reason that they believe in the existence of a permanent soul. There is full possibility for them to become omniscient, because the consciousness is the very nature of the soul. At the same time one cannot deny the omniscience of the Buddha if the concept of human omniscience is accepted.

The Buddhists have accepted the omniscience and immortality of the Buddha. Now the question may arise whether the mortal Buddha (Gautama the Buddha) is omniscient or the immortal Buddha. If only the immortal Buddha is omniscient, then there is no room for human omniscience. This would go against the Buddhist view. Again in that
case the immortal Buddha falls in the same category of
gods. However, the present Buddhist doctrine of Dharma is
based on the teachings of the mortal Buddha. Now, is it
possible to establish his omniscience merely on the basis
of his teachings?

In fact no one can be proved to be omniscient on
the basis of his teachings alone, because all the teach-
ings can and have been criticized by reason. No religious
or philosophical doctrine has been universally accepted
as perfect. The validity of a particular religious
teaching cannot be established by reason. Therefore, a
person cannot be proved to be omniscient on the basis of
his teachings. In fact reason itself is not perfect be-
cause its function is limited in scope.\(^5\)

Thus it is natural that the arguments based on
reason are also not perfect. In order to reach perfection,
reason must transcend its own inherent limitation through
the realization of the absolute reality embodied in an
intuitive realization. Since the state of omniscience is
only an intuitive state, its true nature cannot be realized
in ordinary experience. It is a non-conceptual state and

---

\(^5\) Na Pratiṣṭhitatvāṁ Tarkānāṁ Śakyamāśrayitum
Puruṣamativāirupyaṁ. Śārīraka Bhāṣya, 2, 1, 11.
Nisrito'Niyato'Vyāpi Sāṃvṛtah Khedavānapi;
Bālāśrayo Matastarkaśasyā'to Viṣayonatat.
Mahāyānasūtrālaṅkāra, 1, 12.
one cannot speak so long as this state prevails. With the
very effort to articulation, the state of omniscience
vanishes. Therefore, the mere teaching of a religious
teacher is neither the sole nor the ultimate criterion by
which to judge his omniscience. His omniscience should be
judged on the basis of intuitive experience.

Thus the omniscience of the Buddha cannot be proved
or disproved merely on the basis of his teachings. In order
to prove his omniscience, one must become omniscient by
himself. Also, the omniscience of the Buddha cannot be
denied by reasoning. If the possibility of human omniscience
is accepted, there is no reason why the Buddha cannot reach
the state of omniscience by using the method of yoga. In
other words, one cannot deny the omniscience of the Buddha
by means of empirical proof.

Śāñataraksita and Kamalāśīla quite consistently
hold that the inherent limitations of man's power can be
transcended by the practice of yoga. Furthermore, through
the concentration of the mind and the proper practice of
yoga, a man can reach the highest degree of perfection in
his physical as well as in his mental capacity. He acquires
the capacity called "mind-force" (Manojāva) by using a
particular method of yoga. Due to Manojāva, the Buddha
became as swift as the mind in its movement. In the same
way by a particular practice of yoga, the Buddha transcended
the limitations of perceiving objects after reaching this highest stage of perfection, that is, omniscience. By that capacity, he could perceive all objects clearly by a single cognition. Thus, it is evident that the Buddha reached the state of omniscience.

Difficulties may be felt in realizing the true nature of the universe and becoming omniscient in a realistic system of thought, such as that of Mīmāṃsa school. It should be noted that this school believes that the whole universe is created from innumerable permanent atoms. Therefore, it is very difficult in this system for any human being to know all the minute details of the universe. It is no wonder that this system of thought holds that no human being can reach the state of omniscience.

As far as the Absolutistic schools of thought are concerned, that is, the Vedānta and Mahāyāna Buddhism, it is quite possible to realize the true nature of the universe and become omniscient by realizing the absolute reality through the means of yoga. Here the substratum of the whole world is considered to be the absolute reality and the world is created due to ignorance (Avidyā). Therefore,


7Ekajñānaksanavyāptaniḥse-Saṁyamaṇḍalal; Surāsurāśirotatnabhitah Siddho'Tra Sarvavit. Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3449.
the Buddhists consistently maintain that it is possible to know the "true nature" of the world, i.e., unreality by realizing the truth, the absolute in Samādhi.

The omniscience of the Buddha cannot be disproved by the objections of the Mīmāṃsakas that no one can know in detail all the atoms contained in his own body, let alone the knowledge of all the little details that make up the entire universe. The Mīmāṃsakas have taken an example from the realm of the physical and used it as an analogy regarding the spiritual realm. A man can know that two items plus two items will always equal four items without having experienced every occasion when two plus two equals four.

The main aim of these Indian religious and philosophical systems was not to prove the existence of a being who could know the minute details of the universe. This kind of knowledge has no value for humanity and serves no religious purpose. The purpose of religion and philosophy is to provide that knowledge which can release men from sufferings and lead to the ultimate goal or the highest good of life, that is, liberation. The omniscience of a person or being is proved from this perspective. It is not important that he should know all the objects. Rather, the

---

8 Tattvasaṅgraha, Verse 3137.
importance of his omniscience is, that he can perceive the supersensuous realities like dharma, heaven and liberation and can reveal them to humanity. Taking omniscience as the necessary condition for perceiving supersensuous truths which cannot be known by the normal perception, the Mīmāṁsakas prove the omniscience of the Vedas, the Naiyāyikas prove the omniscience of God, and the Buddhists prove the omniscience of the Buddha.

Because of his claim to the realization of the truth of the universe and his accuracy in evaluating man's situation, the Buddhists rightly believe that the teachings of the Buddha are valid for the path to man's liberation (Nirvāṇa). An indication of this is the general acceptance of the concept of omniscience in Indian thought. Omniscience was attributed to every religious teacher or authority in order to maintain that his religious teachings would not mislead, but rather would lead to prosperity in this present life and to the highest good in the life hereafter.

If one accepts the tradition that the Buddha broke ordinary human physical and mental limitations by the practice of yoga and became omniscient (other systems of Indian though also acknowledge such a possibility), then the Mīmāṁsakas' argument is refuted. And if the criteria for his knowing the Dharma are his unique teachings which meet the needs of men, and the fact that no one knew them before
the Buddha, the Buddhist argument, represented by Śāntara-kṣita and Kamalaśīla, holds. It is true that these latter claims are not obvious truths to all men, however, they are to those who have become omniscient due to their enlightenment. In other words, the Buddhists' propositions are based on their experience of the reality or the realization of the absolute truth.
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